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THE AUTHOR’S APOLOGY TO THE READER

ONE lives but to learn.

Whatever may have been the political result of the late expedition on the Gold Coast, its military aim
was altogether defeated by the passive submission of the Ashantis.

I am not too proud to take a cue from our late foes. Therefore, in offering these notes to the public, I
would at once disarm any intending critics by giving in to everything they may urge against me.

The book does not purport to be a full and detailed history of the operations, — my position with the
native levy, at a usual distance of several days’ march from the central direction of affairs, precludes the
accuracy and personal knowledge necessary for such a task, and I should hope that there will be many
historians far better qualified, who will produce the necessary history.

My sketch — for it shall be nothing more — will merely be a rough diary of the campaign from my
point of view. I have one object, and one only, in writing. That object is, to escape the further
importunity of my friends.

On every side I am badgered — and I suppose that most of the other members of the expedition have
been similarly badgered — with the remark:

“Oh, you have come back? Now I do hope you are writing a book about it. You are wasting your
opportunities if you don’t.”

These importunities have reached a climax. I will take the plunge. I will shut myself up for four days,
and will overhaul my diary.

I only beg of the reader not to judge me harshly, but to picture me entering on the fray with a faltering
pen, dragged on by overzealous friends, and bolstered up with the kind assistance of the Journal of the
Royal United Service Institute, the Daily Graphic, The Daily Chronicle, and the Graphic, whose editors
have generously allowed me to draw upon them for material.

That my tale should not be entirely futile, I shall endeavour to make it point a moral, and to save the
reader the trouble of wading through its tedious pages. I will here at once say that the moral may be
summed up thus:

A smile and a stick will carry you through any difficulty in the world, more especially if you act upon
the old West Coast Motto, “Softly, softly, catchee monkey.”

This axiom would not have been offered did it not hold good equally in the lesser as in the larger
developments of the campaign. The expedition itself, well-disposed, yet determined, was at once a smile
and a stick. By quietly taking possession of Ashanti, it has practically acquired the vast Hinterland
beyond — it has softly caught the monkey. And the principle is being carried out in all quarters of the
world. In Siam, in Venezuela, and up the Nile, England goes softly, softly, catching her monkey.

And what is a sound principle for an empire is a safe one for an individual.

R. S. S. B-P.
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I.

REASONS FOR THE ASHANTI EXPEDITION OF 1895-96.

In the African bush one may see a lion making his meal on the beast which he unaided has hunted, and is slain by his mighty power; and round him, shrieking and snarling, snatching and tearing, there skips a craven pack of jackals.

One need not go so far as Africa to seek a similar scene. Within a hundred miles of Westminster it may be found.

When a travelling Briton has returned from roaming among the broad lands of our empire beyond the seas, he finds that his ideas have become enlarged, his “bosom swells with pride” at his being a heritor of this vast prize of generations of British lions, and he realizes for the first time what it is “to be an Englishman,” and how there is not much temptation “to belong to any other nation” so long as our navy rules the seas.

But should he feel a little too “uppish” in this elation and pride of birth, he can readily find an antidote. Let him obtain a ticket for the Strangers’ Gallery in the House of Commons, and let him go and see for himself the working of what the nation is pleased to call its brain. There he will find — on both sides of the House (for I have no party predilections) — a few lions and a great many jackals behind them. The petty jabber and snarl of these as they snatch and worry at the subject under discussion wellnigh drowns the occasional, meaning “sough” of their betters.

A growl is enough to scatter them all like chaff, but only for a moment, and anon they are back again, blathering as before.

The scene fills one with a sense of humiliation, and yet, on the other hand, it shows the lions in even a better light than before: they have to carry out their hunting not merely unaided, but handicapped by the incessant yapping at their heels of a pack utterly incapable of hunting for itself.

To one just back from Ashanti not many days ago, it was particularly pleasing to hear the Secretary of State for the Colonies replying, with reference to that country, to a chorus of yaps. In a brief but very complete manner, he stated the reasons which had led to the despatch of the expedition under Sir Francis Scott.

The main contentions which he had to meet were, firstly, that the claim on the King of Ashanti which produced the expedition was absolutely unjustifiable; and, secondly, that even if it were justifiable, it could have been secured by a means much less costly than an expedition to Kumassi. As a preliminary to dealing with these questions, Mr. Chamberlain disclaimed any ulterior motive in the expedition as having respect to the doings of the French in West Africa — the expedition was undertaken solely in the interests of the Gold Coast Colony, and at the request, often repeated, of the inhabitants of that colony. Both they and the Government considered that steps must be taken to suppress what was neither more nor less than an intolerable and injurious nuisance. The government of the King of Ashanti had, ever since 1874, stood in the way of civilization, of trade, and of the interests of the people themselves, and should, on these general grounds alone, be put a stop to. He put it thus: “From the date of the war in 1873 and 1874 this district of Africa, which is, I believe, extremely rich — certainly in natural resources, probably rich in mineral resources — has been devastated, destroyed, and ruined by inter-tribal disputes, and especially by
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Sketch Map of the March to Kumassi

Showing the Camping Places

Distance from Cape Coast Castle to Prahsu, 71 miles

Kumassi 195

Country undulating, swampy hollows, dense forest

From Ekwikru the Levy advanced on Kumassi in three parties simultaneously by the paths shown above.
the evil government of the authorities of Ashanti. No sooner was the present ruler installed as king of the
country than he began to make war upon every tribe in the neighbourhood, and the consequent loss of life
was very great. I often think it is so extraordinary for gentlemen like the hon. member for Caithness to
talk of the loss of life involved in the expedition. It cannot be placed in the same category as the loss of
life which has been going on year after year, month after month, simply because we had not the courage
and the resolution to make the expedition. (Cheers.) I think the duty of this country in regard to all these
savage countries over which we are called upon to exercise some sort of dominion is to establish, at the
earliest possible date, Pax Britannica, and force these people to keep the peace amongst themselves
(cheers), and by so doing, whatever may be the destruction of life in an expedition which brings about this
result, it will be nothing if weighed in the balance against the annual loss of life which goes on so long as
we keep away. What is the state of things in Ashanti and in many other of these West African and
African possessions? The people are not a bad people. The natives are, on the whole, perfectly willing to
work, and if they fight they fight because they cannot help themselves. They would always rather settle
down to commercial or agricultural pursuits if they were allowed to do so, but in such cases as that we are
considering, the government is so atrociously bad that they are not allowed to do so. No man is safe in
the enjoyment of his own property, and as long as that is the case, no one has any inducement to work.”

But in addition to these general grounds for action being taken against the Ashanti régime, there exist
more particular reasons for it in the refusal of the king to carry out the provisions of the treaty of 1874.

The danger of allowing treaty contracts to be evaded is fairly well understood among European
nations, but the results of slackness or leniency in their enforcement are none the less dangerous when the
treaty has been made with an uncivilized potentate, since his neighbours are quick to note any sign of
weakness or loss of prestige on the part of the white contracting party, and they in their turn gain courage
to make a stand against the white ruler and his claims over them.

In Ashanti the abuse had been allowed to go on far too long. Natives near our border — ay, within it
too — had seen year after year go by, and the Ashanti liberty taking the form of license more and more
pronounced, with little or no restraint beyond mild and useless remonstrance on our part. Naturally this
raised the Ashantis once more in their estimation, while it lowered our prestige in a corresponding degree;
and although the people were sufficiently knowing to see that under our government they were their own
masters and were able to carry out any ideas of commerce that they might entertain, still they also saw
that, as far as local indications went, the Ashantis were equal in power to the white men, and, as a natural
consequence, they were much inclined at least to waver in their allegiance to us.

“Britons never will be slaves,” and Britons are so peculiarly imbued with a notion of fair-play that
they will not see anybody else in a state of slavery either, if they can prevent it.

Slaves in some parts of the world form the currency of the country; in others they are the beasts of
burden and the machinery; often their lot is mercilessly hard, though not always.

Wherever there is a good market for them, it is to the interest of the owner to keep them well fed and
in good condition. In those parts where domestic slavery prevails, there is often little or no hardship. An
occasional lick from a whip is, to an unintelligent savage but a small matter where in the opposite scale he
has the very substantial compensation of protection, food, and home — advantages which are not always
shared by his white brother when fate has frowned and has turned him into the cold to work out his living
among the unemployed.

The worst part of slavery is, as a rule, the hardships entailed in the slave-caravan marches, which have
to be conducted at a forced pace over desert and devious routes, in order to avoid the good intentions of
the European anti-slavery forces.

But in no part of the world does slavery appear to be more detestable than in Ashanti. Slaves other
than those obtained by raids into neighbours’ territory, have here to be smuggled through the various
“spheres,” French, German, and English, which are beginning to hem the country in on every side. The
climate they are brought to is a sickly one for men bred up-country.
They are not required currency, since gold-dust is the medium here.

Nor are they required to any considerable extent as labourers, since the Ashanti lives merely on vegetables, which in this country want little or no cultivation.

And yet there is a strong demand for slaves. They are wanted for human sacrifice. Stop human sacrifice, and you deal a fatal blow to the slave trade, which you render raiding an unprofitable game.

Up till the time of the expedition raiding had been carried on systematically in direct contravention of treaty. “The expedition was necessary also for the protection of other tribes. Every tribe in the neighbourhood of Ashanti lived in terror of its life from the king, who had on several occasions destroyed, one after another, tribes which had sought our protection. There were at least half a dozen out of their country and to a large extent destroyed, the whole trade and commerce being utterly ruined in consequence of the continued raids, made against the representations of the British authorities, by the King of Ashanti. In order to prevent that, from time to time the British Government took some of the tribes under its protection. In my opinion a great mistake was made in refusing sooner to take under our protection tribes that asked that protection merely in order that they might engage in peaceful commerce, always with the result that the tribe was immediately afterwards eaten up by the tribes of Ashanti. On one occasion the tribes of Ashanti marched into another kingdom which had been taken under the protection of the British Government. We had to send, at considerable expense, an armed force in order to protect these territories. It is true that in the presence of that force the tribes of the King of Ashanti were withdrawn. But it was only under threat of our intervention that they were withdrawn. The finances of the colony have suffered for years by keeping up larger forces in order to protect tribes under our protection. I think I have said enough to show that we should have been wanting in our duty if we had not insisted that this state of things should be stopped.”

In England we scarcely realize the extent to which human sacrifice had been carried on in Ashanti previous to the late expedition, but evidences were not wanting to show it.

In the first place, the name Kumassi means “the death-place.”

The town possessed no less than three places of execution; one, for private executions, was at the palace; a second, for public decapitations, was on the parade-ground; a third, for fetish sacrifices, was in the sacred village of Bantama.

Close to the parade-ground was the grove into which the remains of the victims were flung, and which very aptly was known as “Golgotha” to the members of the force. The ground here was found covered with skulls and bones of hundreds of victims. At Bantama was the celebrated execution bowl, which was fully described by Bowdich in his account of Kumassi in 1817. It is a large brass basin some five feet in diameter. It is ornamented with four small lions, and a number of round knobs all round its rim, except at one part, where there is a space for the victim’s neck to rest on the edge. The blood of the victims was allowed to putrefy in the bowl, and leaves of certain herbs being added, it was considered a very valuable fetish medicine. The bowl has now been brought to England. Then in Kumassi are two blocks of houses occupied entirely by the executioners — one being assigned to the sacrificial, the other to the criminal executioners. Among the loot taken in the houses of Prempeh and of his chiefs were several “blood stools,” or stools which had been used as blocks for executions, and which bore very visible signs of having seen so used. In these notes, be it remembered, we are only dealing with Kumassi but every king — and there were some half a dozen of them in the Ashanti empire — had powers of life and death over his subjects, and carried out his human sacrifices on a minor scale in his own capital.

In fact, the ex-king of Bekwai was deposed on account of his over-indulgence in that form of amusement.

Any great public function was seized on as an excuse for human sacrifices. There was the annual “yam custom,” or harvest festival, at which large numbers of victims were often offered to the gods. Then the king went every quarter to pay his devotions to the shades of his ancestors at Bantama, and this demanded the deaths of twenty men over the great bowl on each occasion. On the death of any great
personage, two of the household slaves were at once killed on the threshold of the door, in order to attend their master immediately in his new life, and his grave was afterwards lined with the bodies of more slaves who were to form his retinue in the spirit world. It was though all the better if, during the burial, one of the attendant mourners could be stunned by a club, and dropped, still breathing, into the grave before it was filled in. In the case of a great lady dying, slave-girls were the victims. This custom of sacrifice at funerals was called “washing the grave.” On the death of a king the custom of washing the grave involved enormous sacrifices. Then sacrifices were also made to propitiate the gods when war was about to be entered upon or other trouble was impending. Victims were also killed to deter an enemy from approaching the capital; sometimes they were impaled and set up on the path, with their hand pointing to the enemy and bidding him to retire. At other times the victim was beheaded and the head replaced looking in the wrong direction; or he was buried alive in the pathway, standing upright, with only his head above ground, to remain thus until starvation or — what was infinitely worse — the ants made an end of him. Then there was a death penalty for the infraction of various laws. For instance, anybody who found a nugget of gold and who did not send it at once to the king was liable to decapitation; so also was anybody who picked up anything of value lying on the parade-ground, or who sat in the shade of the fetish tree at Bantama. Indeed, if the king desired an execution at any time, he did not look far for an excuse. It is even said that on one occasion he preferred a richer colour in the red stucco on the walls of the palace, and that for this purpose the blood of four hundred virgins was used. I have purposely refrained elsewhere from giving numbers, because, although our informants supplied them, West African natives are notoriously inexact in this respect. The victims of sacrifices were almost always slaves or prisoners of war. Slaves were often sent in to the king in lieu of tribute from his kinglets and chiefs, or as a fine for minor delinquencies. Travelling traders of other tribes, too, were frequently called upon to pay customs dues with a slave or two, and sometimes their own lives were forfeited.

When once a man had been selected and seized for execution, there were only two ways by which he could evade it. One was to repeat the “king’s oath” — a certain formula of words — before they could gag him; the other was to break loose from his captors and run as far as the Bantama-Kumassi cross road; if he could reach this point before being overtaken, he was allowed to go free. In order to ensure against their prisoners getting off by either of these methods, the executioners used to spring on the intended victim from behind, and while one bound his hands behind his back, another drove a knife through both his cheeks, which effectually prevented him from opening his mouth to speak, and in this horrible condition he had to await his turn for execution. When the time came, the executioners, mad with blood, would make a rush for him and force him on to the bowl or stool, whichever served as the block. Then one of them, using a large kind of butcher’s knife, would cut into his spine, and so carve the head off. As a rule, the victims were killed without extra torture, but if the order was given for an addition of this kind, the executioners vied with each other in devising original and fiendish forms of suffering. At great executions torture was apparently resorted to in order to please the spectators. It certainly seems that the people had by frequent indulgence become imbued with a kind of blood-lust, and that to them an execution was as attractive an entertainment as is a bull-fight to a Spaniard or a football match to an Englishman.

This custom is one which a clause in the treaty of 1874 stipulated was to cease, but the contract was never carried out by the king. In spite of his promises, sacrifices went on up till the time of the expedition. It was even said that an execution came off at the palace the day after our arrival at Kumassi.

Another clause of the treaty which King Prempeh had failed to carry into effect was that which promised the maintenance of an open high-road from Kumassi to Cape Coast Castle. The idea of this road was not only to open a way through the two hundred miles of impassable forest which shut off the rich plains of the Hinterland from access to the coast. It was argued, with reason, that if such a road were kept open for pack caravans, a big trade would at once be opened up with the interior; but the king neglected to carry out his part of the treaty. The road was allowed to become overgrown again with the rank, thick jungle of the bush, and the slight foot-track to which it dwindled was used by a few small
bands of rubber-dealers, but these traded at great risk and for small returns, owning to the heavy dues and peremptory punishments imposed by the Ashantis on traders passing through their country. Remonstrance had no effect. Without an expedition it looked as though the mass of trade awaiting an outlet from the Hinterland would either die off or would be diverted into neighbouring countries belonging to France and Germany.

Another item in the bill against the king was the payment of the war indemnity for the last expedition. Of this the first two instalments had been paid, but since then not a stiver.

Briefly, then, we may look on the following as the main reasons and objects for the expedition:—
To put an end to human sacrifice.
To put a stop to slave-trading and raiding.
To ensure peace and security for the neighbouring tribes.
To settle the country and protect the development of trade.
To get paid up the balance of the war indemnity.
Experience had shown that it was of no avail to trust to the king carrying out the terms of a treaty, and therefore it was considered necessary to appoint a Resident at Kumassi who would see that the king carried out his engagements.

The king was asked whether he approved of this plan. At first he altogether refused to accept a Resident. Then he sent insulting replies. Another time he sent no reply. And, finally, he declined to deal with the governor of the colony, but sent envoys to England.

The story of this part of the case was thus stated by the Secretary of State for the Colonies:—

“The king said he had sent his messengers to see the Queen of England and make known his wishes. Lord Ripon sent word to the Governor of the Gold Coast to tell the messengers if they came to England that they would not be received by the Queen or her representatives. He actually forbade their coming to England, although he did not feel justified in preventing them by force. On what grounds did Lord Ripon
take this course? He had many grounds. In the first place, that their character was bad; in the second place, that they were representatives a king who indulged in human sacrifice, and that the representatives of such a potentate were not to be received by the Queen of England (cries of ‘Oh, oh!’); and, in the third place, that in dealing with these subject tribes under the circumstances which I have detailed, it would be absolutely ruinous to the governor on the spot it, at any moment you chose, you could pass him by and claim to be received directly in London. We place a great responsibility upon the heads of the governors whom we send out to those distant places, and who have to act very often on the spur of the moment; and if we ourselves reduce their authority in the eyes of these subjects, there would be simply no end to the representations with which we should have to deal in this country, and to the tricks by which these savage rulers would escape from their responsibility. When I came to office the matter came before me, having been already decided by my predecessor. I do not want, on that account, in the slightest degree to lessen my responsibility. If I had occupied office at the time Lord Ripon did, I should have taken exactly the same course. These persons came to England, and I refused to receive them. Representations were made to me on their behalf by a member of this House; and I said I would be most happy to receive him, but I refused to recognize him as their representative. He did not desire to be recognized as their representative, but wished on his own account to place before me some statements which he had heard from them. Their statement was to the effect that they had credentials from the King of Ashanti; that they had plenipotentiary authority from him to deal with me as the representative of the Government; and, finally, that they were prepared to accept the terms which I informed the gentlemen who saw me it was our intention to demand. Well, I told them I accepted their assurances for what they were worth (laughter); but that Her Majesty’s Government would not on that account countermand the expedition. It is very easy, of course, to say we should have stopped the expedition; that we would have saved the expenditure and attained the same result. That is a hypothetical statement. I confess I have not the remotest belief that we should have attained the same result, or anything like it. And I think I have some reason for saying that when I had to make my decision, of course, I did not know all the facts, but what I did know was that if the expedition was held back, and if, thereafter, these so-called envoys were repudiated by the King of Ashanti, not only would great expenditure have been incurred for no purpose, but we should have to repeat the expedition at a time when, owing to the difficulties of season and climate, the loss of life would have been very much greater. I thought the risk too great. What justification has come to hand of the action which we took in this matter? In the first place, these so-called envoys had absolutely no authority whatever to make the terms to which they gave their signature; their credentials were forged credentials, the seal of the King of Ashanti was manufactured in London after they came here (laughter); they had no power whatever to accept the conditions imposed upon them by Her Majesty’s Government; and the only authority they had was authority which they themselves had sought to obtain redress from Her Majesty’s Government for the grievances of the Ashanti people. And it is perfectly clear that what I feared would have taken place, and that if they had gone back without an expedition they would have been repudiated, and properly repudiated, by the Ashanti king. Then it is said, ‘Why this display of force?’ In order to avoid bloodshed. (Cheers.) It is also said that all this might have been done by a small force, and I believe that is true, but it would not have been done without bloodshed. If we had gone there with a small force we should have tempted the Ashantis to war. Do not let it be supposed that the Ashanti king had no idea of resistance. You will find that he sent an embassy to Samory, who is a powerful chief, inviting him to join in resisting the British attack; and nothing but the sense of his own impotence prevented a collision which must have resulted in a very considerable amount of bloodshed.”

Indeed, as it was, the men had all been called out for war, and had the expedition been a little slower in coming upon the scene it would, without doubt, have met with a determined resistance. The king would not bring his army into the field until he had had the report of his envoys from England. When they arrived at Kumassi the expedition was close upon their heels. The Ashantis take time to mobilize and to get all the preliminary fetish-eating and oath-swearing completed, and thus, before they were ready, the British troops were already in Kumassi.
The force then present was sufficiently large and powerful to overawe the natives, who were assembled, be it remembered, under arms, in the villages about Kumassi; and it was able to effect the arrest of Prempeh, together with the whole of his leading chiefs, at one swoop.

Had a smaller force, or one composed entirely of Houssas and West Indians, attempted a similar coup, there is not the slightest doubt that bloodshed, and very probably disaster, would have resulted. In a word, there could not, by any possibility, have been a clearer vindication of the policy of sending a compact force of white troops on this expedition.

II.

PRELIMINARIES TO THE EXPEDITION.

14th November, 1895.

The pink “flimsy” bearing the magic words, “You are selected to proceed on active service,” gives to the recipient a gush of elation such as a flimsy of another kind and of a more tangible value would fail to evoke. From that moment he is a different being. He treads on air, the envy of his non-selected fellow-aspirants. He is like to the happy man who has received a favourable answer to his suit, not only from “her,” but, what is more to the point, from her stern parent. He becomes an object of interest to all, and especially to himself. His arrangements for the campaign do not take long. He looks into the sundry packs and parcels that contain his field kit, always ready, and notes deficiencies that have to be made good.

No sooner as his name appeared in the list, as published by the press, than circulars flow in upon him from outfitters, money-lenders, insurance agents, and others, anxious to utilize such a chance of sucking money as the occasion may afford. And his daily post is further swelled by letters of congratulation from his friends both far and near. Envious comrades congratulate him, while they beg his help to get them taken too, and ill-spelt appeals come from his men for him to get them to the front. At the War Office he finds that bustle without fussiness prevails, but the number of officers seeking their orders there is far outnumbered by those who have come to beg for any vacancy that may occur.

And then he has to face a medical examination by a board of doctors, who test his soundness in wind and limb and eyes; the dentist sets him up for faring on “hard tack,” and the surgeon vaccinates him, as the Gold Coast now teems with smallpox. At stores and shops he spends much time in choosing what he wants from endless stocks of what he is pressed to take. The dealer’s estimate of what is necessary differs in a wonderful degree from that which is the outcome of experience. Kind friends press on him presents of varied utility, from hip-baths to tea-coseys. On every hand he is asked — as though the fact of his being appointed to the expedition made him ipso facto a full-blown authority on it — what is to be the actual good of the campaign, apart from the active employment it may give to eager officers and men. And where does the return come in for the expenditure of thousands of pounds and many lives on a bit of West African swamp that can be of no use to anybody?

So he turns to the handbooks and returns to the United Service Institute, and there he finds that this Gold Coast Colony produces an annual revenue of some 202,000l.; its expenses run to something under 180,000l.; it has an export and import trade of over 720,000l. each, of which some 530,000l. goes to the United Kingdom; and that the amounts are steadily increasing year by year. But all this trade is only derived from the eastern and western extremities of the country; the trade of the centre remains stagnated
and barred by the opposition of one tribe there located, namely, the Ashantis. Were these people to act in a friendly and peaceful manner towards their neighbours, a large increase in the prosperity of all would result; but now, as of old, they remain an obstacle to progress and development. In early times the Phœnicians, and in later times the Portuguese, had exploited the riches of the Gold Coast. So long ago as 1366 French traders from Rouen settled there for the purpose of digging gold, and styled their port La Mina (Elmina). These remained there for nigh a hundred years. Danes, Dutch, and English, Portuguese and Swedes soon followed them with trading ventures all along the coast. In 1672 the English Royal African Company established itself at Cape Coast Castle, as well as at several other points, and paid its way till 1821, when, damaged by the abolition of the slave trade, it transferred its property to the Crown.

Meanwhile, the Ashantis had already made themselves unpleasantly known as the bully tribe of that region by their raids on their more feeble neighbours, especially the Fantis of the coast. These latter had come to be considered as the protégés of the English. Consequently, after two such raids, in 1807 and 1817, the English established a Resident at Kumassi, but he had to be withdrawn after a short residence, and again the Ashantis came down in 1819. In 1823 they proceeded to invade the Wassaw territory, but the Gold Coast was now a colony of the Crown; the Governor, Sir Charles Macarthy, with 500 native troops and twelve European officers, endeavoured to oppose their advance. He had, however, committed the usual British fault of underestimating the strength of his enemy; ammunition ran out (it is even said that through one of those mistakes that do sometimes occur, the kegs which had been laboriously carried to the front as bearing ammunition were found when opened to contain but vermicelli) — the result — disaster. The Governor’s head went to make a drinking goblet for the savage king, and very few survivors lived to tell the tale. The Ashantis’ further advance was only stayed by a deadly outbreak of smallpox in their ranks, so that for a season they withdrew. But two years later again they took the field, this time to find us with our allies well prepared and organized. The result was a very decided victory in our favour, which brought about a lengthened spell of peace and prosperity to the colony. In 1831, Governor Maclean concluded an important treaty with the Ashantis, Fantis, and other tribes, in which the Ashantis renounced their pretended suzerainty over all others, while the Fantis on their part agreed to abstain from giving cause of offence and retributory raids, and all consented to refer to British arbitration any disputes that might arise. To this treaty a further clause was added in 1848, in which Governor Winniett obtained the abolition of human sacrifices by the Ashantis.

But the Ashantis were not made for peace or treaties. Blood and loot had for them charms that could not be resisted. In spite of treaties, human sacrifice at the rate of 3000 per annum still went on. Raids were attempted in 1853 and 1863. Then, in 1872, the Fantis provoked attack from their ever-ready neighbours by quarrelling with a tribe of Ashanti allies at Elmina. Fighting took place. The British were dragged into it partly because the Ashantis had seized and held as prisoners certain Europeans.

Experience had then shown that the natives never felt bound to any extent by treaties, however solemnly they might have been entered upon, and that any show of hesitation, or even of leniency, on the part of the British was construed by friends and foes alike as a sure sign of weakness. Consequently, the expedition under Sir Garnet Wolsey was organized on a footing such as precluded all chance of failure. Is main column of 1400 white troops advanced direct on Kumassi, while columns of native allies made demonstrations to divert the Ashanti forces. The king, recognizing our determined front, sent in message after message of submission and promise of amendment in the future, but Sir Garnet took them for what they were worth, and never paused in his onward march; and it was only after the pseudo-submission had been broken down in a series of toughly-contested bush fights that he finally captured and destroyed the capital, and left the king a fugitive.

In the treaty of peace which thereupon resulted, the Ashantis promised to renounce all suzerain rights over various neighbouring tribes, to open their country to trade, to stop human sacrifice, to pay a war indemnity of 50,000 ounces of gold, and to keep the road from Kumassi to the Prah open and clear of bush. And how have these promises been observed? The Ashantis have raided their neighbours, have taken over 2000 Koranzas, traders cannot pass through Ashanti, the main road has never been kept clear
of bush, the war indemnity still remains to be paid, and human sacrifice continues as before — to wit, some 2000 captured Koranzas are said to have been decapitated in the past two years, as many as 400 being killed at one time on a special occasion.

As for the expedition itself, matters are being now organized on the most practical and economical basis. A picked and compact force is being sent out, consisting of some 2000 regular troops in all. By the time they arrive on the Gold Coast, the staff sent on in advance will have prepared the road before them for the first 70 out of the 120 miles to Coomassie. Five depot camps will have been established between Cape Coast Castle, the base, and the river Prah, which forms the frontier. Bridges will have been built over the numerous rivers and streams, telegraphic communication will have been set up all along the line, and two fortified posts will have been made beyond the Prah to cover the cutting of the road and to protect communications in the enemy’s country. Twelve thousand carriers will have been collected for transport of supplies, baggage, and sick. So that our troops will, on arrival, have nothing to do but to march straight forward on to the enemy’s capital at the best pace the climate will allow. Already to the northward officers are organizing the Koranzas to threaten the Ashanti rear, while native troops are getting into position on his eastward flank. One of the highest authorities in the land has prophesied that the Ashantis will make a stand, and come into action with us about January 9th, near Edunku. What wonder, then, that he who has his orders for the front presses on his final arrangements with a feverish haste, and will only be happy when, one fine morn, he stands upon the deck, with pyjamas blowing in the land breeze, to receive the snaky welcome of the misty, low-lying shore?

III.

LOCAL PREPARATIONS.

8th December, 1895.

M’Lala-Pahnsi, or “the man who lies down to shoot,” is the name by which a Zulu describes the man who lays his plans carefully and with full completeness before he embarks on his enterprise. It is the name which such Zulu, were he here, would apply to Sir Francis Scott. Every point that can be foreseen as requiring attention in the present expedition is being provided for. Critics may say that to get everything cut-and-dried beforehand is to dig for oneself a groove that will hold one when a change of circumstances may require a corresponding change of action. But it does not follow that when you have selected your line in the run, you may not change it if the fox alters his course. Moreover, it must be these critics be remembered that in the present enterprise we have not merely one, but two enemies opposed to us. One is King Prempeh, the other, and more formidable, King Fever. It is against this latter, as much as against the former, that the plans are being laid. His tactics are well known and unvarying, and are therefore to be met with equally regular forethinking.

On arrival at Grand Canary on the 1st inst., Sir Francis found little news awaiting him beyond the disappointing fact that his advance party, owing to stress of weather, was now but four days ahead of him instead of at least a week. The threatened extra delay will probably be got over by extra exertion on the part of all concerned; but extra exertion is above all things to be avoided in the Coast climate if sustained working power is to be maintained. The main duties of the advance party and of the officers already on the spot are —
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1. To enrol carriers.
2. To prepare road stations.

In order to appreciate the great importance of these two services, it is necessary to consider the nature of the road from Cape Coast Castle to Kumassi.

In the first place, the so-called road is merely a narrow pathway — the best part of it, from Cape Coast to the Prah, is only sufficiently wide for two men moving abreast; beyond the river it has yet to be cleared. It leads for the greater part of its 150 miles through heavy primeval forest. The thick foliage of the trees, interlaced high overhead, causes a deep, dank gloom, through which the sun seldom penetrates. The path winds among the tree stems and bush, now through mud and morass, now over steep ascent or deep ravine. The heavy dews and mists that come with night are laden with malaria for men, while the tsetse fly and horse-sickness infest the forest, and bar it as a death-trap to all beasts of burden.

To plunge a force of white troops at once into this forest, to set them to march and fight and bivouac in the usual way, would be to lay them low at one stroke with sickness. For the first seventy miles of its course, from Cape Coast Castle to the Prah river, the road lies in our own territory, and it is this portion which is now being fully prepared beforehand for the ultimate rapid and unhindered advance of the British troops when they arrive a fortnight or three weeks later. Since baggage animals cannot be employed owing to the “fly” and absence of forage, and Decauville, or other mechanical means of transport are impossible by reason of the nature of the ground, it is necessary to use the ordinary system of the country, namely, porters.

For mere regimental transport, that is, conveyance of men’s kits, regimental ammunition, sick, &c., the number has to be computed at one carrier per head, which will entail close upon 2000 of them. In addition to these, an army of porters will be required for transport of ordnance, commissariat, hospital, engineer, and other stores. Large supplies and reserve stores of ammunition, arms, food, not only for the fighting men, but also for the host of carriers themselves, stretchers for sick, medicines, telegraph and bridge-making equipment, and a hundred other necessary items, have all to be moved up beforehand to the ultimate base, at the Prah, at Prahsu. For the whole of this work, then, it is estimated that some 10,000 or 12,000 carriers will be required. The work of collecting these men will in itself be no small task; for although there is not the drain on the local manhood that there was in the last campaign, to serve as armed levies, yet their natural laziness, timidity, and general disregard of their engagements, make it extremely difficult to get them even to come to the scratch. In fact, it is only possible by means of bribes and rewards to the various chiefs — awarded in proportion to the number of men supplied. Then, when they have been assembled and registered, there is a great deal to be done in organizing them into proper gangs under responsible men, and in assigning the gangs to their various duties under white officers, and in providing for their punctual rationing and payment, and for their discipline and sanitation.

All this has to be done before the stores can be moved from the landing-place at Cape Coast Castle. Then the limit of work of which a carrier is capable is to carry a 50-lb. load for ten miles, with one day’s rest in every five. The relay posts will, therefore, be established at every ten miles and will include standing camps for the reception of the troops as they march up. But these stations have all to be prepared, bush being cleared, huts erected, water supply perfected, fuel collected, and rations and supplies stored before they can be pronounced ready for use; and furthermore, the advanced base at Prahsu has to be completed with all the bulk of supplies necessary for carrying the troops on beyond the Prah up to Kumassi and back. This means the transport of hundreds of tons over 70 miles on narrow bush path in 50-lb. packages. To help matters, the path has to be “corduroyed” over bogs, 200 bridges built, and telegraph set up. Then the standing camps, to be effective for preserving the health of the men, have to be prepared in a very thorough manner. Huts are built with wattled walls and palm-thatched roofs, 60 ft. long by 20 ft. wide, with a raised platform along each side to serve as a bed. These will accommodate fifty men each. Eight of such huts, together with others for officers, hospital and supply stores, will
constitute a station. Of these stations there will be seven between the coast and Prahsu, near the following points:— Jakuma, Akroful, Dunkwa, Mansu, Suta, Assin, Yankummassi, Baracu.

Huts are essential to the health of the troops, as the only protection against the ordinary heavy dews of night and the frequent thunderstorms and tornadoes that sweep over this region. And although thus sheltered overhead, it is of equal importance that the men be protected against the natural poisonous exhalations of the ground; and the best means to this end is the provision of bed-places standing at least two feet above the floor level. Plenty of fuel is to be provided at each station, not only for cooking purposes, but also for drying the air inside the huts. The supply of abundance of good filtered water forms another important item in the preparation of each station. The comfort and well-being of the men, healthy as well as sick, is being catered for in a most thorough manner, even down to the daily supply of fresh oranges and bananas. Camp police have to be organized to ensure the due observance by the large detachments of carriers of the orders regarding sanitation and discipline laid down for them. Thus it will be seen that there is much to be done before the troops need, or should be, landed. Lying idle at the coast while waiting for the road to be completed would inevitably lay them low with fever. Pushing forward before the supplies and camps are ready would equally mean unnecessary hardships and consequent sickness. And with so very small a force every man is wanted for the fray, especially if Samory, with his mounted braves, should try to pass our flank in the open valley of the Volta. The Ashantis will not move away; our target is a fixed one, and in preparing to shoot at it we should be made to fire before we have got into the best position for doing so. As our chief is acting on this principle, we may hope, with all confidence, that there will in this case be no repetition of the French campaign in Madagascar — an instance of a fine expedition nearly wrecked by want of sufficient forethought and preparation.

IV.

AT CAPE COAST CASTLE.

13th December.

At last we have arrived at the end of our three weeks’ voyage, and Cape Coast Castle has shown itself to our longing eyes much as the books describe it. A large, rambling, whitewashed fort standing on a group of rocks on the surf-washed beach. Behind it lies the dull red native town of earthen flat-roofed houses, interspersed with white-washed bungalows of merchants, and all around the town there rise a mass of small, steep, wooded hill, two or three of which are topped with buildings.

Great open surf-boats take us to the shore, each propelled by a dozen lusty paddlers, sitting sideways on the gunwale, and timing well the dipping of their three-pronged blades with choruses which at times are quite harmonious. Then, as we near the seething beach, a rush of naked helpers runs the boat well up, and we are landed dry-shod at the castle water-gate. Within the courtyard, with its galleries all round, the bustle and the noise are almost overpowering, as gangs of carriers, both male and female, bring the loads of stores just landed from the ship, to be checked and stored for further use. Perhaps nowhere will you find a more well-trodden grave than that of L. E. L., the poetess, who lies beneath the flags of this same courtyard.

Here, too, are crowds of natives being enrolled and told off into gangs as carriers, to form the chain of depôts that have to be made in anticipation of the arrival of the troops.
Sir Francis Scott and Prince Christian Victor landing in a Surf Boat.
V.

THE LEVY STARTS.

14th December.

PREPARATIONS such as those I have described take some doing, as they have to be completed before the white troops can usefully be landed; and they have to be pushed on well into the proximity of the enemy. For this reason they demand the presence of a covering force to protect their progress. A small body of Houssas is already engaged on this duty near Prahsu. (Houssas, I may explain, are disciplined native troops drawn from the fighting Mohammedan tribes of the Gold Coast Hinterland, and commanded by white officers; they do not call themselves either “Hoos-as” or “Hussars,” but “Howsers.”)

An order has now been given that an additional force, composed of native warriors, shall be organized and pushed up to act as covering force in front of the expedition.

It falls to my lot to get together and organize this corps. Fortunately I have the advantage of the valuable assistance of Captain Graham, D.S.O., 5th Lancers, whose other name is “The Sutler.” If this implies that he is as business-like as he is enterprising, the title is not inappropriate. One hundred of the Adansi tribe have already been collected and armed by the civil authorities, and have taken up their position as outposts beyond the Prah, in the country from which they have lately been driven by the aggression of the Ashantis.

In addition to these we are to get the services of men of various tribes living nearer to the coast within the colony. Numbers of them are promised by the various kings and chiefs, who, however, on the slightest pretext go back on their engagements with most annoying promptness. At last, after three days of alternate cajoling and threatening, we get these chiefs to undertake to produce 500 men on December 16th by noon.

16th December, Noon.

The parade-ground outside the castle lies an arid desert in the midday sun, and the sea-breeze wanders where it listeth. Not a man is there. It is a matter then for a hammock-ride through the slums of the slum that forms the town. Kings are forked out of the hovels where they are lodging, at the end of a stick; they in their turn rouse out their captains, and by two o’clock the army is assembled. Then it is a sight for the gods to see “The Sutler” putting each man in his place. The stupid inertness of the puzzled negro is duller than that of an ox; a dog would grasp your meaning in one half the time. Men and brothers! They may be brothers, but they certainly are not men.

If it were not for the depressing heat and the urgency of the work, one could sit down and laugh to tears at the absurdity of the thing, but under the circumstances it is a little “wearing.” But our motto is the old West Coast proverb, “Softly, softly, catchee monkey”; in other words, “Don’t worry; patience gains the day.” It was in joke suggested as a maxim for our levy of softly-sneaking scouts, but we came to adopt it as our guiding principle, and I do not believe that a man acting on any other principle could organize a native levy on the West Coast — and live.

Gradually out of the chaos order comes. Kings and chiefs are installed as officers, and the men are roughly divided into companies under their orders.

Then the uniform is issued. This consists of nothing more than a red fez for each man, but it gives as much satisfaction to the naked warrior as does his first tunic to the young hussar.

Arms are to be issued to the corps at Prahsu, and that the intervening seventy miles may not be traversed uselessly, each man is now supplied with a commissariat load to carry on his head. At three o’clock the levy is ready for the march.
His Excellency the Governor inspects the ranks, and says a few encouraging words to the leading chiefs and captains. Among the men we muster a few with guns and others who are artists on the horn. The horn in this case consists of a hollowed elephant’s horn, garnished with many human jaw-bones — its notes are never more than two, and those of doleful tone; but at the signal for the march these horns give out a raucous din which, deepened by the rumble of the elephant-hide drums, imparts a martial ardour to the men, and soon the jabbering, laughing mob goes shambling through the streets, bound for the bush beyond.

VI.

IN THE BUSH.

PRAHSU, 21st December.

On the road at last — from Cape Coast to, or at any rate towards, Kumassi. For the first few miles after we have cleared the bazaar of Cape Coast Castle, the road, a hard gravel path, runs through a labyrinth of small bush-covered hills; but although there is very little sun to-day, the heat is very great, and one is fain to give up one’s first resolution doing all the march on foot in favour of an occasional, if not frequent, lift in the hammock. The hammock as a conveyance, once you have become accustomed to its motion, and have fitted its hang to suit your taste, is said to be luxurious. Personally I prefer to walk, except where a lift may serve to keep one’s feet from wet or head from sun. The hammock itself is a common string one, with a cross-bar affixed to each end. The cross-bar rests on the heads of the bearers. Over all a light canvas roof is fixed, which serves to keep off the worst of sun or rain from the occupant. The four bearers shamble along at a good pace, balancing the concern on their heads, and can carry one for long distances by day or night without stumble or false steps. The drawback of this method of travel is that the springiness of the motion forbids all reading or writing that might otherwise usefully occupy many of the hours spent on the march.

But so far as it has gone — some five days between Prahsu and Cape Coast Castle — the journey has in no way palled upon us. About fifteen miles from the coast the bush gradually grew in height and density, until the huge bare shafts of the cotton-trees began to tower here and there among the palms, giant ferns, and smaller trees that formed the general mass of foliage. Then we gradually came into regular forest scenery, from which we shall not again emerge till our campaign is over. This same scenery, we were told, would appal us with its deadly dullness, and the depression of the forest would affect our minds most powerfully. Possibly our minds are not sufficiently prehensile to catch the morbid sensation that was promised, and in all the wondrous woodland that has charmed our eye at every step, the only inharmonious quality that has struck us is its aroma. Yes, walking down the solemn shady aisles of forest giants, whose upper parts gleam far above the dense undergrowth in white pillars against the grey-blue sky, or passing from a sunlit glade into the deep, dark crypt of massive bamboo clumps — places that have aptly been compared with the scenery of the depths of the ocean — everywhere there hangs the noisome scent that meets you near old cabbage-plots in England. The rule here seems to be, the prettier the spot, the more deadly is its air. Where you see the brilliant red wax-flowers gleaming beneath the great angle-buttresses of a cotton-tree whose stem is covered for fifty feet with ferns and orchids, till 150 feet of creeper, hanging in one dense curtain, meets them from the upper branches, you stand a moment to wonder and admire, when, faugh! The loathsome smell assails and drives you forward. In all
the forest scarce a bird or living thing is seen. An occasional robin’s song is heard, or the tuneful wail of the “finger-glass bird,” while at night the whistle of the crickets and the roar of the frogs is broken by the dismal child-like shriek of the sloth.

The path is now narrowed down, and being almost all in shade, is far more cool for walking than at the outset of the journey — in width about four yards, but often by overgrowth reduced to one. On either side, the dense mass of fern and bush and tangled creeper set in swampy ground prevents all moving off the path. And thus our pace is checked as we find the road in front blocked with a slow-moving mass of loaded carriers — hundreds upon hundreds of them, all working along in gangs, with loads upon their heads of about 50 lbs. apiece. Each gang works under its own chief, and is distinguished by armlets of a certain colour, each armlet bearing the classifying letter and number of the wearer. Here we find yellow armlets carrying cases of “bully” beef; then come grey ones with lime-juice; soon after we find white ones carrying tarred rope for the bridge over the Prah; and then a “lady-pack,” with blue and white policemen’s armlets, carrying biscuit cases, many a one of them with an additional load in the shape of a brown nodding little baby on her back. The whole of this mass of usually blundering natives was working just like clockwork all along the line within three days of its organization in the hands of Colonel Ward and his never-tiring staff. Not a load gets lost or even delayed, not a man is in arrears of his daily pay.

Every three or four miles one passes through a native village — generally a single street of some twenty or thirty houses. Each house consists, as a rule, of three or four small huts or sheds, facing inwards, and forming a little courtyard. These huts are on built-up platforms, with hard mud walls, and roofs thatched with palm-leaves, and their front steps faced with a smooth red-coloured cement. They are kept fairly clean, so that we generally occupied one for our half-way breakfast, or on occasion to sleep the night. In the centre of each village is a tree with seats round it, formed of untrimmed logs, on which the elders of the village sit and smoke and gravely talk. As one leaves the villages and plunges once more into the bush, one passes the village fetish ground, well marked by rags and stones and broken pots, all offered as propitiation to the presiding demon of the place. Deep in the bush behind the huts one sees the giant leaves of the plantain groves that yield the staple food of the inhabitants. At every village as we pass we interview the headman on the subject of his crop, and warm him that a daily market must be open for the sale of yams and plantains to our host of carriers; and though he looks a knowing and a high-class kind of man when strutting forth in his toga-like garment, we find it hard to make him grasp the full meaning of our demand. The brains of these Ashantis are assuredly most non-receptive.

At nearly every ten miles we come upon a rest-camp, in a more or less completed condition, for occupation by the British troops when they come marching up. With no little labour, bush has been cleared away for many hundred yards, and huts have been built up of bamboo frames, with trellis sides and palm-thatched roofs. Within them tables, seats, and bed-places have been made again of split bamboos — accommodation sufficient for some three hundred men, with complement of officers. Store-sheds are being quickly filled with food and ammunition for the force. A.S.C. officers in dishabille, and steaming, are hard at work from dawn till dusk. And then, as far at least as Mansu, half-way to the Prah, the telegraph runs near the path, but taking a more direct line through the bush by a track recently cut out with much heavy labour. After Mansu the “fetish cord,” as the natives call it, no longer hangs on poles, but lies along the ground close to the path. It is the mere field cable of the Engineers that now takes the place of the more permanent line; and as we press forward, we at length overtake Captain Curtis, R.E., working himself, like his men, half-striped, and laying out his line at the phenomenal rate of two and a half miles an hour. This in itself is a record that would be hard to beat when all the difficulties of country, climate, and circumstances are taken into consideration.

Here and there along the road we come to bridges over streams and causeways over swamps, all in course of construction at the hands of scores of natives, working with an amount of energy that is most surprising when one sees how few and far between are the ever-travelling, hard-working white superintendents. Here we meet one gaunt and yellow. Surely we have seen that eye and brow before,
Laying the Field Telegraph in the Bush.
although the beard and solar topee do much to disguise the man. His necktie of faded “Old Carthusian”
colours makes suspicion a certainty, and once again old school-fellows are flung together for an hour to
talk in an African swamp of old times on English playing-fields. Again we press on through the never-
ending dark green aisles, until at length, one sweltering afternoon, we tramp in a melting state — although
in the airiest of costumes — into the village camp of Prahsu. Prahsu is our advanced base on the river
Prah.

The big yellow river slowly slides along between its forest-clad banks, and on a low, reed-grown spit
the camping-ground is cleared and huts are being built. One double-storeyed house exists, the
headquarters of the post, where Major Gordon reigns supreme. A company of Houssas — the war-loving
native armed police — is quartered here; a base hospital and base supply and ordnance stores are being
made. There is an accumulation of barrels waiting for the rope with which the pontoon bridge is to be
constructed.

As we arrive at Prahsu, rumours there are of encounters between our scouts and those of the enemy,
and of blood drawn on both sides. We are told that King Prempeh laughs to scorn the proposal that he
shall come down to meet the Governor in conference. “The King of the Ashantis is the lord of heaven
and of earth.” This is an Ashanti proverb up to which the king and his captains are said to be ready to act.
To-day, too, we hear that the best Ashanti scouts are now out and about Bekwai to watch our doings, and
that the Ashanti plan of campaign is to draw on our force, and then to cut in in rear of it. At any rate, they
seem inclined to fight. That they will do so is the great hope of those who toil through the long hot hours
in this steaming fetid atmosphere. Nor can one well grudge them the feeling. Of the little band of eight
white men now preparing matters in Prahsu, even as I write, three are down with fever. Still they peg
away, one day down, the next up and smiling again — but sometimes the smile is a little wan. All that
buoys them up is hope — hope that through their “bucking up” their side will win the game.

Bird’s-eye View of Prahsu.
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VII.

PIONEER WORK.

PRAHSU, 22nd December.

When one speaks of the boundary between Ashanti and Cape Coast Colony, one’s ideas picture the Prah as the natural mark of the border, whereas the actual boundary lies much farther north, beyond the Adansi Hills. Historically and politically, and for most practical purposes, the Prah remains the boundary all the same. The Adansis, who used to inhabit the British portion beyond it — and so formed a buffer tribe between the Ashantis and the colony — have been removed to more eligible quarters in the south, and the district remains No Man’s Land, and practically a bush desert. For the purposes of the expedition the camp at Prahsu, on the bank of the Prah, is a half-way house to Kumassi — comparatively safe from attacks of the enemy by reason of its position at the end of a good road from the coast, and in a land of plentiful supplies. It is as much the frontier and advanced base to-day as it was in 1874, when it was actually on the border of the enemy’s country.

An immense depot of supplies has now been formed here, and when the forward move commences, no doubt a further advanced base will be formed at the Adansi Hills, thirty-five miles farther on. The supply of stores will be pushed up there for the maintenance of the troops within striking distance of Kumassi. The long line of road between Prahsu and the Adansi Hills has, however, to be prepared with a chain of defensive camps, where convoys can defend themselves should the Ashantis endeavour to cut in on our lines of communications. This is a favourite manoeuvre of theirs, and constitutes one of their avowed plans of campaign for the present war. Their system is to secretly cut a path for themselves through the bush away from the line of the main road, but parallel to it. When their scouts have warned them that they have well passed the main force or depot whose destruction they desire, they cut their way to the road, and then lie in ambush for parties endeavouring to pass up or down, or they make a raid on a convoy in camp; thus with a comparatively small body they are enabled to completely cut off their enemy from his base. It is to guard against such tactics that the native levy has now been ordered into the country across the Prah, together with about 150 of the Houssa police. The advanced outposts are formed by our Adansi company, of 100 men. These are posted on the actual border north of the Adansi Hills, and the scouts are watching every move on the part of the Ashantis; for there are moves of Ashantis going on — small ones, it is true, but they are often the grains of dust that tell which way the wind blows. The Adansis being bushmen and hunters by nature, and subjects for many years of oppression at the hands of the Ashantis, have entered on the work of reconnoitring con amore; and although they are only armed with flint-lock guns, they show an amount of keenness in their work that is very noticeable in a country where energy or enterprise on the part of the natives is usually so conspicuously absent. Our main body consists of some 300 Krobos under their king Matikoli, and 100 Mumfords, under chief Brew, and a company of Elminas, under the veteran chief Ando. This fine old warrior bears on his breast the medal for the last Ashanti campaign, where he served for some time in Sir Evelyn Wood’s Native Levy and afterwards as native adviser on the staff of Lord Wolseley.

23rd December.

At Prahsu, after handing over to the Commissariat department the loads which we have brought up for them, we have got to work on the more complete organization and training of the levy. After begging and borrowing (sometimes even stealing) any tools of any kind whatsoever, we have started the levy to work in clearing the bush, in building huts, in road-making, and in other useful pioneering work. And in addition to this we are exercising the men at outpost work, and we have issued arms to some of them. But
the arms, being very inferior flint-locks, — many of them wanting even in flints, do not supply great confidence, and we only hope that ere long a supply of Snider rifles may be issued in their place.

FUMSU, 27th December.

On the 24th December, after four days usefully, but anxiously, spent at Prahsu, the permission arrived for the levy to cross the Prah, and to continue its advance into the enemy’s country. The permission reached us at three o’clock, and by five the major portion of the levy had been ferried across in the great ferry-boat (a “dugout” hewn from the trunk of an enormous tree, and capable of carrying thirty people). A slight delay was occasioned by one tribe declining to move, but the argument pro and con did not last long, and eventually we found ourselves practising night-marching up till about nine o’clock, when we reached our camping-ground.

Beyond the Prah we find a very different state of things to that on the southern side. Our road is no longer the comparatively broad, direct, and well-cleared way, but has become a twisty, zig-zagging footpath — now clambering over fallen tree-trunks, now twisting through a bog — so narrow and broken as to forbid the use of a hammock for any distance. Villages are very few and very small, and consequently supplies are very scarce for our men and for the carriers of the expedition who are to follow. Road-makers and bush-cutters cannot now be obtained among the native population. Thus the work that falls upon the levy is exceptionally heavy, especially as our supply of tools is somewhat limited, and the natives’ idea of using those they have is even more so. Give a man a felling-axe, and he will think it a good weapon for scraping up weeds, and a spade he will use for cutting down timber.

Yes, life with a levy, where there are only two of you to work six hundred, might, for a few days, be a diverting experience, if the climate were good and if there were no immediate necessity for the work to be carried to a result. But as things are, it is a pretty powerful exercise, both mental and physical, and by the end of the day one wants but little here below but to drink and to lie down and sleep — or die, you don’t care which.

Here is our usual day’s routine:—

At early dawn, while the hush of the thick white mist yet hangs above the forest, a pyjama-clad figure creeps from its camp-bed in the palm-leaf hut, and kicks up a sleeping drummer to sound “Reveillé.” Then the tall, dark forest wall around the clearing echoes with the boom of the elephant-tusk horns, whose sound is all the more weird since it comes from between the human jaws with which the horns are decorated. The war-drums rumble out a kind of Morse rattle that is quite understandable to the hearers. The men get up readily enough, but it is merely in order to light their fires and to settle down to eat plantains, while the white chiefs take their tubs, quinine, and tea. A further rattling of the drum for parade produces no result. The king is called for. “Why are your men not on parade?” With a deprecatory smile the king explains that he is suffering from rheumatism in the shoulder, and therefore he, and consequently his tribe, cannot march to-day. He is given a Cockle’s pill, and is warned that if he is not ready to march in five minutes, he will be fined a shilling. (The luxury of fining a real, live king to the extent of one shilling!) In five minutes he returns and says that if the white officer will give his men some salt to eat with their “chop” (food), he thinks they will be willing to march.

The white officer grimly says he will get a little salt for them, and proceeds to cut a specimen of a particularly lithe and whippy cane. A hundred pair of eyes are watching him. They read his intention in a moment, and at once there is a stir. A moment later, and that portion of the army are off in a long string upon the forward road, with their goods and chattels and chop tied up in bundles on their heads.

But the whole levy is as yet by no means under way. Here a whole company of another tribe is still squatting, eating plantains, and jabbering away, indifferent to every other sound. “Call the chief.” Yes, the chief is most willing to do anything; would march straight on to Kumassi if ordered. But his captains are at present engaged in talking over the situation, and he cannot well disturb them. The white chief
does not take long about disturbing them, but still the rank and file don’t move. The captains have
something they would like to communicate to the white chief. “Well, out with it.”

The head captain has come to the conclusion, from the information received, that the Ashantis are a
most cowardly race.

“Quite right. Just what I have told you all along; and if you will only hurry up, we can get right up to
them in a few days and smash them.”

“Ah! the white chief speaks brave words, but he does not know the ways of the bush warriors. No; the
plan which the captains in council have agreed upon is to draw the enemy on by retiring straight away
back to Cape Coast Castle. The enemy will follow them, and will run on to the bayonets of the white
soldiers who are coming up from the coast.”

“A very good plan, but not quite identical with that of the white chief. There is only one plan in his
mind, and that is to go forward, and this plan must be carried out by all. He has in his hand a repeating
rifle which fires fourteen shots. When the regiment begins its retirement, he will go to the head of it and
will shoot at each man as he comes by. Fourteen corpses will suffice to block up the path. And now any
who like to go back on these conditions can do so; the gun is already loaded. Those who like to go
forward to get their chop at the next halting-place can move on. Those who like to sit where they are can
do so till it is their turn to be tied to a tree, to get a dozen lashes, commencing with this gentleman.”

Loads are taken up, and in a moment the whole force goes laughing and singing on the forward path.

On through the deep, dark aisles, still foggy with the morning mist and wet with the dripping dew.
Twisting and turning, now up, now down, clambering over giant tree-roots or splashing through the sucking
mud — all in moist and breathless heat, till, tired and dripping, we reach the next site for a camp. Two
hours’ rest for mid-day chop, and then parade. More delays, more excuses, and at last every man has his
tool issued to him, and every company has its work assigned to it. No. 1 to clear the bush. No. 2 to cut
stockade posts. No. 3 to cut palm-leaf wattle. No. 4 to dig stockade holes. No. 5 to mount sentries and
prevent men hiding in huts; and so on, till every one is at work. We lay out the plan and trace of the fort
that is to be built, and of the huts that are to form the camp.

“Hallo! where are the hole-diggers?”

“They have retired to have some chop.”

“Chop? they’ve only just finished two hours of chop.”

“Yes — but the white chief works them so hard that they have big appetites.”

“They — and you, their chief — will all be fined a day’s pay.”

“Yes; well, the white man is powerful. Still, we prefer that to not having our chop. Many thanks.”

“Oh, but you’ll have to work as well. See this little instrument? That’s a hunting crop. Come, I’ll
show you how it can be used. I’ll begin on you, my friend!”

No need to. They all fly to their work. Then you go round. Every company in turn is found sitting
down, or eye-serving.

“Down with that tree, my lad — you with the felling-axe! Not know how to use it?”

For three days I felled trees myself, till I found that I could get the tree felled equally well by merely
showing the cracker of the hunting crop. The men had loved to see me work. The crop came to be called
“Volapük,” because it was understood by every tribe. But, though often shown, it was never used.

The bush-clearing company are sitting down, not a yard of bush cut. “Why?”

“Oh, we are fishermen by occupation, and don’t know anything about bush-cutting.”

The bush soon comes down nevertheless, and, what is more wonderful, by sunset there is an open
space of some seven or eight acres where this morning there was nothing but a sea of bush jungle. Large
palm-thatched sheds have sprung up in regular lines, and in the centre stands a nearly finished fort, with
its earth rampart bound up by stockade and wattle. Within it are two huts, for hospital and storehouse. Trains of carriers are already arriving with hundreds of boxes of beef and biscuit to be checked, arranged, and stored. At sunset sounds the drum, the treasure box and ledger are opened, and the command comes for pay.

“First company — how many men present?”

“Sixty-eight, sir.”

“But it has only got fifty-nine on its establishment!”

“Next company.”

“All here, sir, but some few men away sick — and two he never come” — and so on and so on. At last it is over, except that a despatch-runner comes in with a telegram, forwarded from the last telegraph station, to ask from Cape Coast Castle offices immediate reason why the men’s pay-list has been sent in in manuscript, instead of on Army Form O 1729.

27th December.

From the advanced scouts to the main body of the expedition is a long step. The antennæ are at Dompoassi, the head and brain are at Prahsu, and the body extends from that place to Cape Coast Castle. The white troops are getting along well now that they are in the bush, but the first march on the coast claimed, alas, two victims to the heat. At Prahsu the headquarters staff are at present concentrated, and occupy a position where they are completely in touch with the whole of the long line of the force, a line a hundred miles in length. The field telegraph is of the greatest value in directing and controlling this immense chain, and has now reached Akuserim under the energetic arrangements of Captain Curtis. Plenty of work for everybody is the talisman which has so far happily kept the staff in an excellent state of health and energy. Sir Francis Scott appears the picture of life and freshness. Prince Henry of Battenberg, as military secretary, is in constant attendance on his chief, and shows no sign of feeling the heat. Having allowed his beard to grow, he is now the counterpart of his brother, Prince Louis. He has imported chargers into the country in the shape of a pair of riding donkeys, which are, so far, standing the climate well; but shortly they will have to face the ordeal of the “fly,” for about Esiaman, a short distance north of the Prah, the tsetse fly abounds. This little pest — about the size of a large house-fly — although to men it is no more harmful than a mosquito, is fatal to a horse or domesticated animal. One bite is said to be sufficient; the system gradually becomes poisoned, and the animal loses strength and dies — all the more rapidly if the weather is wet. Wild animals — probably through generations of inoculation — are proof against the poison, and donkeys are said to be less susceptible to it than other tame beasts. Therefore, it is possible that Prince Henry’s stud may live to carry him through the campaign. Working hard at his duties as A.D.C., Prince Christian Victor get through a great amount of work in the day, and, in opposition to Prince Henry, he has shaved even his moustache. Major Belfield, on whose shoulders the main work of the expedition falls, luckily keeps as well and as energetic as ever was his wont. But there is sickness in the camp, and far too much of it. Three of the medical officers are down with it, and several of the non-commissioned officers and men — especially of the Royal Engineers.

All along the road progress continues. The carriers, thoroughly organized in gangs, are working like clockwork. Tons of supplies are being placed ready in the camps all along the route as far as the Adansi Hills. Over these and beyond, the road is still being cut, and camps being laid out and built. News trickles in daily from the outposts. We now know that Prempeh ordered a council of war last week at Kumassi, and that most of his chiefs attended it, but that several did not, and business was adjourned for their attendance. In the meantime, the envoys who had been to England have returned. The council has again been called, and again one or two chiefs have refrained from attending. The most notable of these absentees is the King of Bekwai, who has a force of some 2000 men, and whose country would be the first to receive the British invasion. He has sent messengers to Sir Francis Scott expressing his desire to
come under British protection. But it is evident that such protection must take an active form, and promptly, for there is little doubt that should Prempeh discover his subject’s treason before the British help arrives, the King of Bekwai will lose his head. It is probable, therefore, that a small flying column will be sent with all speed to occupy Bekwai and afford protection to its people. In doing this, such column would also occupy a very strong strategical point on the enemy’s flank, which might possibly affect in an important degree the future plans and moves of the Ashantis. Of these there are now collected in Kumassi some 8000 warriors armed with guns and rifles, but apparently not well supplied with ammunition for sustained fighting. The ceremony of taking fetish for war is gradually being carried out — in the leisurely fashion peculiar to all business, however urgent, in this part of the world. Taking fetish is practically the taking, by all the captains and chiefs, of an oath to fight. When all have completed the ceremony, the king gives his assent and his orders for the war.

The system of the army appears to be to sit quietly awaiting the development of affairs, and they protest that they have no intention of fighting the English. This same protestation they made in 1974, and continued to do so until within a few hours of the battle of Amoaful, so that no reliability can be placed on their statements; and there seems little doubt, from the fact of their being already assembled in arms, that they intend to resist, at any rate, any attempt to take their capital or their king. But once they have thus satisfied their conscience and established etiquette, they will be only too glad to lay down their arms and to welcome the new order of things. The whole country seems sick and tired of the continual state of war in which they have lived. Over the border they see the people who used to be their slaves now thriving, fat and happy, under the English flag, and they being to long for something of the kind for themselves. Custom and superstition still partly hold them to the old order, but with very little pressure they will gladly throw that over and accept the new — much to the benefit of themselves and their neighbours.

VIII.

THE SCOUTS.

DOMPOASSI, 28th December.

LEAVING the main body of the native levy at their work of building forts and making roads and camps ready for the advance of the expedition, we come, by a very rapid transition, into another state of things. The road, narrow as it was and broken, now becomes a mere foot-track, twisting in and out between the trees, impeded with gnarled roots and boggy ruts. Every now and again a huge fallen tree-trunk blocks the way — sometimes the path goes laboriously round the end of it, at other times one clambers over, and when one has clambered over some four or five of these impediments in the course of a hundred yards, one begins to realize what delay they would cause to the long train of troops on the march. Streams and bogs have to be waded through, being so far innocent of bridges and of “corduroy.” These are points that will be corrected as the levy moves along. Meanwhile, there is a certain pleasure in thus pushing through the bush in its more natural everyday condition. Villages now become very few and far between: mere clusters of huts in forest clearings, containing a population of about a dozen each, all told. Tracks of animals and of hunters become more frequent in the tangled bush. These are tracks that are used by Ashanti scouts, and we notice that our carriers now no longer straggle along the path or spend their voices in loud jabbering, as they have done before the Prah was reached.

At last two figures meet us, quite in keeping with the scene. No clothes beyond a few discoloured rags — their bodies girt about with leathern thongs from which hang powder-gourds and knife-sheathes and
bullet-bags of deer’s hide. On their shoulders they carry immense long flintlock guns, and round their necks are strings of fetish charms. They come gliding along, laughing, bowing, and shaking hands — these are the first we meet of our scouts. They have heard — goodness knows how — of our arrival, and have come out to meet and escort us on the way. Their coming to meet us means a little step of ten miles or so over the mountain, but that is as nothing to these fine wild children of the bush. Now we come on a clearing in the bush, where two or three huts are all that remain to show the one-time thriving village of Brofu Edru. Villages of this name are frequent along the road. It means, literally, “the power of the white man” — indicating that the place was instituted when the white man had brought peace to the land in 1874. From this particular Brofu Edru we get our first view of the Adansi Mountains — merely a high bush-covered ridge rising above the surrounding trees, less than a mile away. Soon we commence the ascent. Almost direct the path climbs up — perhaps the straightest piece of road we have so far met with. Scarcely a vestige remains of the beautiful zigzag way that was made by the Royal Engineers on the last campaign. As we rise, the air seems fresher, and much we want it, for never was the meaning so nearly brought home to us of the term “bathed in perspiration” as in our last efforts on the steamy flats. At length we reach the top — breathless and panting, longing for the view. But view there is none. All round us the same impenetrable bush, and where the foliage occasionally grants us a glimpse of the world beyond, we see a rolling expanse of tree-tops, looking sky-blue in the overhanging haze.

Now we descend down “Richmond Hill,” past “Greenwich” — a stream where little fish like whitebait may be taken by using your mosquito curtain as a net. Suddenly a figure is before us, where a moment before was nothing but a curtain of bush — another scout stands glistening like a polished bonze statue in a sunlit spot. Again the cheery smile, bow, and handshake. He is one of the sentries from the neighbouring piquet. Already the horn is sounding, like a deep-toned steamer’s whistle, to call the men together, and a few minutes later we are among them — good, cheery-looking bush warriors, and well up to the work of keeping watch. Then we have a talk.

How they enjoy the palaver in which I tell them that “they are the eyes to the body of the snake which is crawling up the bush-path from the coast, and coiling for its spring! The eyes are hungry, but they will soon have meat; and the main body of white men, armed with the best of weapons, will help them win the day, and get their country back again, to enjoy in peace for ever.” Then I show them my own little repeating rifle, and firing one shot after another, slowly at first, then faster and faster, till the fourteen rounds roll off in a roar, I quite bring down the house. They crowd round jabbering and yelling, every man bent on shaking hands with the performer.

Later on we visit other piquets and their outposts. The sentries lie about within the bush close to any main paths, at such distance from the piquet as will allow of them being called in by the horn. Patrols of two men each go out along all paths for some eight or ten miles every day. At night the watch is kept by small parties of half a dozen men, who camp out on the paths a mile or two beyond the piquet. Like most natives, they will not work alone at night, but in small parties they do their night work admirably. Indeed, with such outposts in front of them, our expedition is pretty safe from any surprise by the enemy. Nor is their work by any means confined to passive watching, for far and wide, and well into the enemy’s country, our scouts and spies have spread themselves — even in Kumassi itself. In this way not only are the actual moves of the Ashantis known to us, but also their every plan and preparation. At one piquet there stands a little group that interests us all. Two of the naked Adansi scouts have charge of a prisoner who is tied to one of them by a length of monkey-creep. It is an Ashanti spy whom they have caught within the outpost line. An hour’s interrogation gets little but contradictory statements from him, so he is remanded, under guard, for further inquiry. Other men are caught hiding in the bush, but evidently more fools than knaves, and they are sentenced to help in cutting the track and clearing the path. So, although at present we have not so far come to blows, life at the outpost is not altogether without its charm and interest.
IX.

THE BEKWAI COLUMN.

4th January, 1896.

A NIGHT march is, as a rule, a slow and tedious business, unless there is some little excitement to enliven it. Last night we had the experience of a night march, in which the spice of adventure relieved the tedium, although it did not, and indeed could not, do much towards making it a rapid one. The King of Bekwai, a tributary of Kumassi, had sent to the Governor messengers asking that he might come under the British flag, and that protection might at once be sent to him, as otherwise he would be taken by Prempeh and executed. A small flying column was therefore organized, and ordered to proceed at once from our outposts to the Bekwai capital, some twenty miles distant through the bush. The one road to it was held by an Ashanti piquet. The column was ordered to take a week’s supplies, in order to render it independent of its communications should it become cut off, in the defence of Bekwai, from the main body of the expedition. But this carrying of provisions, together with medical stores, ammunition, &c., involved the addition to its personnel of some 450 carriers, and as the whole force could only move in single file through the narrow jungle track, it may be imagined how great an incubus to its fighting efficiency was this long train of defenceless people. Even were the head of the column to succeed in driving the Ashanti piquet out of its position, the certainty was that the men composing it would scatter into the bush on either side of the track, and there lie ambushed until the non-combatant portion of the force came up before they opened fire. The effect on unarmed carriers — who by nature are at any rate no braver, if half as brave, as most people — would have been excellent from the enemy’s point of view, and would possibly have meant disaster to the little expedition. Moreover, the expedition was not a reconnaissance in force to drive in outposts, but rather a relief party, whose one object was to put itself as quickly as possible in touch with the place it was ordered to succour. It was, therefore, determined to make a secret flank march past the Ashanti outposts by night, and so gain a position where, on the one hand, we should be in touch with Bekwai, and, on the other, be in rear of the outpost, and so able to attack it with full advantage.

From Dompoassi, to reach Bekwai, the flying column would have to follow the Kumassi road as far as Esian Kwanta. At this point the Bekwai road branches off to the left; but it was at this same point that the Ashanti piquet was posted. About a mile away to the left of Esian Kwanta, deep in the bush, is the village of Obum, connected with the Bekwai road by a path which joins it near Heman. This village, Obum, was not connected with the main Kumassi road until our scouts came and cut a path. And it was by this route, Obum and Heman, that the flank march was to be conducted. The flying column under my command was composed and formed as follows:— First, a section of the scouts ranging well to the front; then an advanced guard, followed by one company, headquarters, and drums of the Gold Coast Houssas, under command of Captain Mitchell. Then came the long string of carriers, among whom were distributed the Elmina company of my scouts for their better protection. Behind the carriers came a second company of Houssas, with a rearguard; and finally, in rear of all, another section of scouts, the whole comprising 700 men, and extending, when closed up, over a mile of path. No orders had been given to the force as to its march or destination till after dusk. It was then too late for would-be deserters to abscond; they would rather face the enemy with the crowd than venture alone on the ghost-haunted path that led homewards; and for the same reason, Ashanti spies, if there were any, having seen the camp apparently settle down for the night, would have gone back to report all quiet. We gave orders to parade at moonrise — that was at a quarter to nine — and shortly after that hour the column stood ready to proceed. In the bush-clearing, which is the site of the former town of Dompoassi, the rising moon, gleaming dully through the heavy night mist, gave sufficient light to show the long line of men standing motionless and dead silent — like a wall. The orders were given out and explained as to what was to be done by every man in the event of
attack; ammunition was cast loose — with no little pleasure on the part of the Houssas — and presently
the word was given to march — not that any word was heard, but the ghostly wall was seen to be slipping
quietly along to where it was lost in the dark tunnel of the bush.

And then began a night of trouble. Dark as pitch, one’s only guide to the path was the white rag or
package on the next man in front. With stick in hand, one groped one’s way through the deep, dense
gloom, hoping that as the moon rose things would improve — but they didn’t. Buried in this bush, below
the over-laced tree-tops, scarcely a ray could penetrate. Now a jerk down as one stepped off a hummock,
now a stumble over a root, now caught in a prickly creeper, now ploughing through the holding swamp;
and all around the deep silence of the forest, only broken by the rate crack of a trodden stick. One could
scarcely believe that several hundred people were with one, moving — slowly, it was true, but still
moving — ever forward. The carriers carried, in addition to their loads, their own packages of food and
furniture — the furniture consisting of a mat, the food of plantains and dried fish. It was this dried fish
that was my trouble. It was horrid; but one felt comforted to think that two atmospheres, namely, malaria
and fish, could not have a place in that path together. Fallen trees were frequent, and tangled bush and
streams combined to check and break the column. Each man took his several seconds to negotiate the
obstacle, and lost a few yards of distance in doing so, thus ever minute saw the column growing longer.
This could only be remedied by frequent halts and slow marching at the head. Occasionally the check
would come from the head itself. Marching with the advance guard, there would be a sudden bump
against the man in front of you, and, like a train of trucks, the whole party bumped to a standstill; then the
whisper passed that the scouts had discovered the enemy. Suddenly a flicker and a flare of light in the
bush well to our right. Enemy? No, it is the advanced scouts on our road, which twists and serpentinies in
a marvellous way, who think they have discovered an enemy’s ambush. They creep around the particular
thicket they suspect, then suddenly lighting brands, they hurl them into the hiding-place to light up the
hoped-for target. This time they draw blank, and we move on again, grateful even for this little
excitement. The march does not appear so tedious or so slow when one move among the scouts. These
fellows are on the qui vive all the time — now stopping to listen, now diving into the bush, with scarce a
rustle, to search the flanks. Nor is their watchfulness too great for the occasion, for twice we come upon
the glowing logs of outpost fires that have hastily been quit; but those are the only signs of men —
whether friend or foe — being in the forest besides ourselves. At length the scouts creep forward,
spreading out in an open clearing, and we reach the village of Obum. It is occupied by Bekwais, who, as
they peer startled from their doors, tell us no Ashanti scouts are there. But we do not pause; clearings are
more frequent, and consequently the light is better, and now we are on a well-worn path things seem
better; but there is very little improvement in pace — the carriers are tired, and the column keeps ever
trailing out.

It is long past two in the morning when our advanced guard reaches the village of Heman, and an hour
later before the tail of the column comes in. Only nine miles in six hours, and everybody fagged! But we
have gained our point; we have passed the outposts, and are in Bekwai country, within reach of the
capital. We learn that the Ashantis have not yet advanced against it, and all is quiet. So after planting our
outposts, we spread our beds in the verandahs which form the houses here, and roll off to sleep in no time.
But it is not for long. Four hours’ rest and a light breakfast sets us up for further work. One company of
Houssas move off, with all the carriers, for Bekwai, some ten miles distant, while the remaining company,
together with the scouts, prepare to turn on Esian Kwanta to clear the Ashantis out of it. The Houssas
turn out with an eager alacrity that reminds one of our little warriors in other climes — the Ghoorkas. But
once again, alas! their hopes are disappointed. The native scouts sent on ahead to reconnoitre Esian
Kwanta come trotting back to tell us the enemy are not waiting for us to attack, but have bundled
themselves out and away towards Kumassi. This renders the main road clear for those coming after us,
and leaving a piquet of the scouts to occupy Esian Kwanta, we march away for Bekwai.
5th January.

One emerges from the shady forest on to a red, bare rising ground, on which are two long straggling streets of huts crossed by two others at right angles — open and airy, but unimposing. This is Bekwai.

The Ashanti houses are similar in design to those of the Adansi country, in that a house usually consists of a collection of four small verandahs facing inwards, with walled back. They thus form a little court, with a small portico all round — not at all unlike the Pompeian houses, the more so as they are stuccoed with a smooth red-coloured cement. The houses differ in construction from those of the Adansis in being made of wattle and daub, and in having very high-pitched roofs. So long as the fine weather, with which we have luckily been blessed, continues, they form ideal houses for living in — shady, airy, and fairly clean.

Immediately on arrival of the flying column in Bekwai, I proceeded to the so-called palace, where I was received by the king in council, and after giving the king a letter, assuring him of British protection, I received the evidently earnest thanks of the king for the prompt coming of the protecting force. The following morning (5th January) was devoted to the ceremony of hoisting the British flag, and small as the matter seemed to be at first, it developed into a very impressive function. African monarchs are very hard to hurry, but there was much business to be done, and business on an expedition such as this has to be done quickly. So that, after several messages requesting the king’s wishes as to where and when the ceremony of hoisting the flag should take place, I had the staff set up in a spot of my own choosing, paraded my force, and sent to tell the king that all was ready. This had the desired effect in the end, although the guard of honour of Houssas and of the B.P. Scouts had some time to wait before the din of drums and horns and the roaring of the crowd told that the royal procession was on the move. Presently it came in sight — a vast black crowd surging and yelling round the biers on which the king and chiefs were borne. Above and around them twirled the great state umbrellas. In front were bands of drummers with small drums, then dancing men who leaped and whirled along, fetish men in quaint head-dresses, drummers with kettledrums, trumpeters with their jaw-bedecked ivory horns, and then the great war-drum, carried shoulder-high, and hung with skulls, which were, however, for this occasion covered with a strip of cloth, signifying that it was a peace ceremony. There were the king’s court criers with their tiny black and white caps, and running before and behind there rushed the crowd of slave body carrying their masters’ stools upon their heads. The roar and the drumming became intense as the procession came rushing up the road — for it moved at a fast pace — and the umbrellas whirling and leaping gave a great amount of life and bustle to the scene. At last the throne and chairs were set, and the people marshalled by degrees into some kind of order. I then offered to the king the flag with all its advantages, which the king, with much spirit in his words, eagerly accepted; every phrase he used, besides being formally applauded by the chorus of court criers, was evidently fully approved of by the concourse.

The king then moved from his seat to the flagstaff. Though it was but a few paces, the move involved no small amount of ceremony. The umbrella had to be kept twirling over him while the bearer moved only on the ball of the foot. Men went before to clear every stick and straw from the royal path. The fetish man, in a handsome Red Indian kind of feather head-dress and a splendid silver belt, appeared to bless the scene. One man supported the king by holding his waist, and was himself similarly supported by two or three others in succession behind. Another mopped the king with a handkerchief, while boys armed with elephants’ tails kept off stray flies from the royal presence. The king was dressed in a kind of patchwork toga with a green silk scarf, on his head a small tortoiseshell cap, and on his wrists, among the pedant fetish charms, he wore some splendid bracelets of rough gold nuggets and human teeth. In all this barbaric splendour the king moved up to the flagstaff. The flag was at the masthead in a ball, and as he pulled on the halyard that let it fall out in long gaudy folds, the band of the Houssas struck up “God save the Queen,” and the troops presented arms. The king made a gesture as of going to sleep, with his head on his hand, and said that under the flag he should remain till he died. The officers of the Houssa force
then came up and were introduced to the king. These were Captains Mitchell, Aplin, and Middlemist, Dr. Muray, &c.

Hoisting the Flag at Bekwai.

Later in the day the king and chiefs came in procession and called upon the British officers. This consisted in their filing past, bowing to each officer, and holding his hand out as if to bless him — the greater chiefs shaking hands. The king himself shook hands three or four times over with me, calling me his friend and deliverer, and then proceeded to favour the company with a few steps — a proceeding almost unprecedented in the annals of Bekwai, and intended as a very special compliment. This was the end of the ceremonial palaver; but later in the day there came a business palaver, the first of a series which lasted over the next two or three days, whereat the king was asked to make some return for the privilege he now enjoyed of being a British subject, such as supplying men to act as armed levies, assistance of villagers in cutting roads through the bush, and in supplying vegetable markets, &c. To each and every proposal he found some insuperable objection. A thousand carriers were required in two days’ time; he could produce only two hundred in six days. Two thousand armed men were wanted to form a levy; he could only produce one thousand. This was accepted, and the thousand soldiers transferred to be carriers. He had not reckoned on that, so added they could not carry loads, did not know how, and could not be collected in less than ten days. Endless argument, promises of reward, only passed hours of fruitless talk.

“Was this the way he showed his gratitude for being saved from the Ashanti?”

“Yes; he was very sorry, but he could do no more.”

“Very well, then, to-morrow the flag would be hauled down, and the troops would march away.”
Thereupon, he thought that possibly six hundred carriers might be got in four days, and so on, until at last all was promised as desired, and eventually the promises have been very fairly carried out. But it was a very wearisome business, this long preliminary haggling. The king, too, was generous in his way. A long string of slave boys brought us a pile of good things, such as yams, plantains, pawpaws, chickens, eggs, sheep, and even a bullock. And what a brute a man becomes after even a few weeks in the bush! We simply revelled in this fresh food. And yet, up to the present, we had had no cause to complain; modern “canning” science has shorn a campaign of much of its hardship; we are well supplied with Maconochie’s rations, and as a great authority has said, “an army can go anywhere and do anything, so long as it possesses morale and Maconochie.”

On the 5th January we were joined by a new white officer, Captain Williams, South Staffordshire Regiment, better known as “Litre-billee.” He came to us practically for the purpose of replacing “The Sutler,” who had at last fallen into the clutches of the fever fiend, and had to be sent into the newly-established hospital at Qwisa. But “Litre-billee” was already ill when he reached us at Bekwai. And soon we heard that yet another officer, Captain Green of the Houssas, who had been sent to command a wind of the levy then on a reconnaissance westward, had also been struck down. The fever, too, was not of a kind that had a set-to with you and then retired, but after giving a shattering blow, he hung around and kicked at you at intervals; so that these officers, after their first seizure, were never up to the mark again, although between the attacks they went to work as energetically as ever.

6th January.

This day was enlivened by an incident which, small as it was in itself, had a large effect on our dealings with the King of Bekwai. My report to the Assistant Adjutant-General thus briefly describes it all:—

“I received this morning your orders to stop communications between the King of Bekwai and messengers from the people at the coast or at Kumassi.

“I accordingly sent out piquets on the roads; and hearing that two native clerks had just arrived from the south, simultaneously with some envoys from Kumassi, and that all were about to confer with King Bekwai, I marched half a company of Houssas to the king’s house, surrounded it, called him out, and ordered him to hand to me the strangers. This he did, and I have them under guard in different houses. Neither the Cape Coast men nor the Ashantis have had any interview with the king. Two of the king’s men tried to escape during the arrest, but were captured by the Houssas at the back of the ‘palace.’”

This somewhat high-handed procedure evidently startled the king, and showed him that we did not blindly believe in him. The result was that from that hour he exerted himself, and carried out fully one-half of his promises.

While at Bekwai, we have been joined by Prince Christian Victor and Major Piggott, who have come up to see the place, and who evidently mean to make themselves welcome to headquarters when they return with the numbers of fowls and eggs they are purchasing from the natives.
On 8th January we interviewed a party of envoys sent from Kumassi to ask us to delay, if not to abandon, our advance upon that place. Then, after a run back down to the road to report progress at headquarters (which were now at Qwisa), I pressed on with the levy in continuation of our work of road-making. One good I got out of my hurried trip to headquarters was, that I obtained the valuable services of Major Gordon, 15th Hussars, for the levy, in lieu of Captain Graham and the others who were still sick; but a cloud hung over that day, as I heard of the death, at Prahsu, of poor Victor Ferguson, Royal Horse Guards. “Beloved by all” stands true for him. And Prince Henry too was just struck down, and lying sick in camp.

15th January.

We have pushed on from day to day, bush-cutting, camp-building, bridging, and corduroying in the never-changing, never-ending forest. On the further bank of the Ordah River we clear a large amount of bush, to form a field of fire for a rough bridgehead, which we hastily construct of brushwood — for ’tis here we might expect to be opposed, as happened in 1874. Indeed, so hopeful are the troops at this point that the noise of our axes as we were felling trees brought up the Special Service Corps at the double, since it sounded like the dropping fire of rifles. It was here, too, that “The Sutler” reappeared, pale from his bed of sickness, but resolved to be with us for the advance on Kumassi. And how our “red-caps” cheered to see him with them once again!

At Ordasu once more we meet an embassy from Prempeh. To Captain Donald Stewart, our Political Officer, they offer his submission — complete and unconditional. Alas! this looks like a peaceful end of all our work. Yet at the moment there have been the makings of a row. A panic among the attendants of the envoys induced a rush into the bush, and as they blundered through our active outposts, the latter, naturally thinking something wrong, started in chase, and chairs and stools, state swords and oof-bags were dropped in wild confusion. But confidence was soon restored, losses made good, and the summary punishment of one or two detected looting put all on friendly terms again.

Yet, in spite of all assurances, we cannot trust to what Ashantis say. We know their warriors are not far away, and every care must still be taken as we near Kumassi.

The following is the formulation ordered for our final advance into the place:—

The levy, being now 860 strong, is able to find two flanking parties on by-roads to the town, in addition to its main party on the central road.
Baden-Powell's Command.

Distance variable.

Advanced Guard.

Two Companies Gold Coast Houssas and Maxim.

Distance, quarter mile, communication kept up by men dropped by the Gold Coast Houssas.

Special Service Corps.

Two guns.
Maxim.

Headquarters Staff.

Half Bearer Company.

Six Companies 2nd West Yorkshire Regiment.

Two guns.

Two rockets.

Half Bearer Company.

Ammunition Column.

Baggage Column.

Supply Column.

Field Hospital.

Two Companies 2nd West Yorkshire Regiment.

Lagos Houssas, with Maxim.
KUMASSI at last! And what a disappointment! For a long and toilsome march to end in a scene of such meanness and squalor; for a well-equipped, expensive expedition to have attained its goal with so very little return to show for it — all contribute to depress everybody with a feeling of bitter disappointment rather than with the high elation that had been hoped for. Especially hard has it been on the men in the ranks. For weeks past they have been borne up by the one hope — they have struggled on — more than manfully — against all the evils of the climate and the country. Through the endless, sickly forest they have dragged on mile after mile, literally fighting down leg-weariness and fever; every man meaning to be “in it” when the fight came off; and after that — well, they didn’t care whether they lived or died — better perhaps to get bowled over by the fever then, as it would mean riding in a hammock back to the coast. But as things now stand, even without the fight, the expense will be the same in valuable lives and good constitutions lost.

All yesterday my force was working its way by three different paths towards the capital. Here and there we captured armed Ashantis watching in the bush, but no kind of resistance was offered to the advance. One curious incident occurred to awaken up those spirits of the main body who had begun to despair of getting a fight. Major Gordon was commanding the right flank party of the advance force. A crumpled scrap of paper arrived by a native runner from this part of the command, bearing the ominous words,—

“Major Gordon
“Killed 14th inst.”

This, of course, caused much discussion and rumour in the camp, till someone discovered a faint pencil note of receipt initialled by Major Gordon himself, and it then was remembered that a piece of fresh meat had been sent off to him a day or two previously, with this selfsame label attached to it.

A few mile in rear of my crew came the main body, headed by Houssas and the Special Service Corps, and, with its long string of supply, ammunition, and hospital columns, it covered something like nine miles of road.

The duty of the advanced force was to scout and to cut the road for the main body, but there was now no time for building huts as had been the practice up till now; accordingly the troops had to make their own bush-shelters or pitch their tentes d’abri.

Most unfortunately a tornado paid us a visit last night. A violent thunderstorm and torrents of rain lasting several hours played havoc with the slight, improvised shelters, and turned everybody out in good time for an early start, but as wet and bedraggled as it was possible for men to be. Still, as usual, the wetter and more miserable his surroundings, the more cheery is Tommy Atkins, and to-day was to be the last of the march. Reports were flying around that the enemy meant to oppose us at the gate of Kumassi, to make one stand there, and if beaten, to blow up the city, and disperse into the bush. “Gates,” “city,” “king’s palace”; all sounded well, but what did we find?

Through dense, high elephant grass, along a little beaten footpath — which was strewn with fetish dolls — we got near to the place. As our scouts warily approached, the drums could be heard rumbling and booming far and near. Presently we passed a cluster of the usual mud huts, then another; several other clusters were in sight, with patches of high jungle grass between. Then a bare open patch of ground 200 yards across, with huts about, and more thatched roofs in the hollow beyond.

This was Kumassi.
With Graham and myself and our scouts came Captain Donald Stewart, the Political Officer, and Major Piggott, with the Union Jack on a silver-mounted hog-spear. Then came the native levies, followed by a company of Houssas with their drums and fifes, under Captain Mitchell. Within a few minutes of our arrival there appeared from the right of the town Major Gordon’s flank detachment, and shortly after from the left a similar party of the levy, who had cut their way through the bush where no road lay. So that, had the enemy resisted the entrance of the centre main column, he would have found himself immediately attacked on both flanks simultaneously, and the fight, had there been one, could not have lasted long. The advanced force now formed itself upon the so-called parade-ground, and sent piquets on beyond the town to guard approaches, while the main body was moving up from out the bush.

The drumming in the town was getting louder, and the roar of voices filled the air; but, alas! it was peace drumming. The great coloured umbrellas were soon seen dancing and bobbing above the heads of the surging crowds of natives. Stool-bearers ran before, then came the whirling dancers with their yellow skirts flying round them. Great drums, like beer-barrels, decked with human skulls, were booming out their notes, and bands of elephant-tusk horns were adding to the din. The king and all his chiefs were coming out to see the troops arrive. Presently they arranged themselves in a dense long line. The umbrellas formed a row of booths, beneath which the chiefs sat on their brass-nailed chairs, with all their courtiers round them. This was nine o’clock, and there they sat till five.

Often had they sat like this before upon that same parade-ground; but never had their sitting been without the sight of blood. The object of this open space was not for parading troops, but for use as the theatre of human sacrifice. Orders had been given before our arrival to clean away all signs of this custom, nor were the people to speak of it to the white men; but with very little cross-examination all the facts came out. Indeed, while standing about the parade-ground, “The Sutler” peered into the coppice close by, where the trees supported a flock of healthy-looking vultures, and there at once he found skulls and bones of human dead.

And there sits Prempeh, looking very bored, as three scarlet-clad dwarfs dance before him, amid the dense crowd of sword-bearers, court criers, fly-catchers, and other officials. He looks a regal figure as he sits upon a lofty throne with a huge velvet umbrella standing over him, upon his head a black and gold tiara, and on his neck and arms large golden beads and nuggets. Presently a little party of our force comes hurriedly across the ground, three white soldiers with four natives carrying a reel and winding off the field telegraph; and thus within a few minutes practically of the arrival of the advanced force in Kumassi, the fact would have been known at home had not the previous day’s tornado destroyed the line in sundry places. But this feat has not been performed without cost. Of the telegraph section, Captain Curtis is in hospital with fever, as are also many of his men; and it is a fact worthy of record how, in spite of this and of the heavy work connected with the laying and the working of the line, its completion has been carried out with such rapidity and efficiency.

The billeting officers sent forward under Colonel Ward, the Assistant Adjutant-General for B duties, have been busy in allotting different portions of the town to the various units of the force as quarters, so that no time need be lost in housing them on their arrival.

And presently they come. The advanced guard of the Houssas lead the way.

Then come the Special Service Corps. Wet, and white of face, but going strong and well, they march up in their little companies to their places on parade, amid the admiring cheers of those of us who were already there to greet them. Close behind the 7-pounder guns came up, carried on bamboo poles.

And then Sir Francis Scott and staff, all looking hale and well. In rear of these there marches in the West Yorkshire Regiment, all ranks of most soldierly and most workmanlike appearance. A thousand pities that there is so little for them to do!

No time is lost. The billeting officers show the way, and soon the units are filing off to their various quarters about the town, the advanced force continuing its move to a mile beyond the town to Bantama.
King Prempeh watching the arrival of Troops.
Later in the afternoon, Sir Francis Scott, with all his staff, seated in a semicircle on the parade-ground, received a visit from King Prempeh and his chiefs. There had been some conjectures as to what Prempeh might do when asked to come down from his throne to meet the commander of the troops, but he came down without a word; indeed, it looks as though the Ashantis had agreed to give in to their visitors on every point that might be raised — until their backs are turned!

The usual long string of chiefs, each with his little court, came thronging by, saluting with outstretched hand the officers; and finally King Prempeh came himself, supported and even jostled by his swarming courtiers, his flabby yellow face glistening with oil, and his somewhat stupid expression rendered more idiotic by his sucking a large nut like a fat cigar.

Sir Francis told him in plain terms that he would have to make his submission in accordance with native forms and customs to the Governor, who would shortly arrive in Kumassi. Beyond that he did not enter on political questions, but merely gave a few necessary orders regarding the provision of markets and the maintenance of order, etc., and the interview came to an end.

The queen-mother followed, and looked a good-natured, smiling little woman; but beneath that smile she is said, like others of her sex, to hide a store of villainy.

XII.

PREPARING THE “COUP.”

20th January.

A very lively day to-day was preceded by almost as lively a night. It was known that some of the leading chiefs now in Kumassi, and even Prempeh himself, might endeavour to slip away during the night; therefore every road and bush-path leading out of the place was quietly piqueted by our levy. During the day piquets had been posted on all the main paths, more for protecting villagers bringing in supplies to the market than for any defensive purposes. But after dark these piquets were strengthened, and extra ones were added to prevent egress as well as ingress by natives.

It was soon evident, from the prisoners whom the outposts secured, that the palace people were anxiously reconnoitring the various roads only to find them all barred. John Ansah was seen by several of the piquets, and was finally captured by one posted on a by-path leading from the palace to the bush.

In the evening a council had been hastily summoned at the palace, and it sat nearly all the night. After going round all the piquets, we put out our torches, and went as what is termed a “hanging patrol” — a party of men who “hang about” for a few minutes here and for an hour there, as the commander may deem desirable.

Our hanging about was chiefly near the palace. Twice we visited the sacred fetish grove, in front of it, where some newly-turned earth made one suspicious of hidden treasure that they might thing necessary to dig up and remove to safer quarters.

Then we went and squatted in the shadow of some huts, and had hardly settled ourselves when a gleam of light came from the palace doorway, and a procession with torches issued forth. Was it Prempeh making off? The time was now three o’clock, and there was a thick, wet mist. The string of white-robed figures, looking most picturesque in the strong light of the torches, drew silently near, and then we saw, from the big hand-screen carried by the attendants, that the queen-mother was the leading
notability in the group. Silently they passed up a by-street within twenty yards of us, and very softly we
followed them until we had marked them down into the queen’s residence. Then back to our ambush. In
a few minutes more a councillor on his way home, attended by a slave boy carrying his stool, walked into
our midst. He was too startled to speak before he had been told that silence would save his life. Soon a
fast-footed pair of men were heard pattering up. Just as they came close upon us, they suspected
something. One of them stood within arm’s length of me, peering into the darkness in the opposite
direction. I stood up, and he did not move. I reached out and got hold of him, and luckily gripped the
gun he was carrying. Others of the patrol were on to him in a moment, but he fought like a maniac,
wriggling and twisting till he got one hand free and dived it into the back of his skirt; but he was pinned
in good time, and a handsome knife in a leopard-skin scabbard was added to our spoil.

His companion had meantime made a dash for liberty, but was tripped up and caught by a couple of
quick Adansis. He proved to be a servant carrying his master’s spare clothes and bedding. Hardly had
these been stowed in the shade, ere an old man was heard coming slowly, slipperty-slop in his sandals,
evidently loafing home after the council. We sat silent, and he passed between our ranks without ever
dreaming that he was within arm’s length of a dozen enemies. One or two more councillors fell into our
hands, and then régime began to sound in one camp after another round the town; strings of water-carriers
began to pass our lurking-place; the mist grew lighter overhead, and our night-watch was over. Prisoners
were separately examined and released — the armed man minus his gun, sword, and knife; and soon we
were back in camp, breakfasting with the keenest of appetites, and cheered by the knowledge that we had
got Prempeh and the queen-mother “marked down” all safe for the morning’s doings.

XIII.

THE DOWNFALL.

20th January.

NOR were these long in beginning. Six o’clock had been named as the hour for Prempeh and all his
chiefs to be on the palaver-ground. This was done, well knowing that he might then be expected about
seven, and it was desirable to make an early start with the ceremony, in order not to keep the white troops
exposed to the sun in the middle of the day. Soon after seven o’clock the troops began to form up on the
parade-ground, but still no sign of any of the Ashantis coming; nor even was there any of the usual
preliminary drumming that invariably goes on to summon all the retainers who usually form the
procession.

Nearly two hours’ grace had been given him; it looked as though Prempeh did not mean coming. The
order was accordingly given for the Special Service Corps, assisted by the native levy, to surround the
palace and the queen-mother’s house, and to bring Prempeh and the queen to the Governor. Captain D.
Stewart went in to “draw” them.

The native levy, in view of such course becoming necessary, had during the previous day cut away the
bush adjoining the palace enclosure, and thus the cordon was enabled rapidly to take up its position to
close every outlet.

In a few minutes the king was carried forth in his state cradle with a small following, and, escorted by
the troops, he proceeded hurriedly to the palaver-ground. The queen-mother, similarly escorted, followed
shortly after as well as all the chiefs. They were then marshalled in a line, with a limited number of
attendants each, in front of the Governor, Mr. Maxwell, C.M.G., who was seated on a dias together with Colonel Sir Francis Scott, K.C.B., and Colonel Kempster, D.S.O.

A square of British troops was formed all round, backed by Houssas and the native levy.

Then the doom of the nation was pronounced in a set-scene, and amid dramatic incidents such as could not fail to impress both natives and Europeans alike.

Through the medium of interpreters —Mr. Vroom, Secretary for Native Affairs, acting for the Governor; Albert Ansah for the king — the conditions of the treaty to be imposed upon the Ashantis were demanded of them.

The first of these was that Prempeh should render submission to the Governor, in accordance with the native form and custom signifying abject surrender. This is a ceremony which has only once before been carried out between the Ashantis and a British Governor, namely, Governor Rowe. On that occasion the king deputed officers of his court to perform the actual ceremony; but in this case it was insisted that the king must himself personally carry it out.

Accordingly, with bad enough grace, he walked from his chair, accompanied by the queen-mother, and, bowing before Mr. Maxwell, he embraced his knees. It was a little thing, but it was a blow to the Ashanti pride and prestige such as they had never suffered before.

Then came the demand for payment of the indemnity for the war. Due notice had been previously given, and the Ashantis had promised to pay it; but unless the amount, or a fair proportion of it, could now be produced, the king and his chiefs must be taken as guarantee for its payment.

The king could produce about a twentieth part of what had been promised. Accordingly, he was informed that he, together with his mother and chiefs, would now be held as prisoners, and deported to the Gold Coast.

The sentence moved the Ashantis very visibly. Usually it is etiquette with them to receive all news, of whatever description, in the gravest and most unmoved indifference; but here was Prempeh bowing himself to the earth for mercy, as doubtless many and many a victim to his lust for blood had bowed in vain to him, and around him were his ministers on their feet, clamouring for delay and reconsideration of the case. The only “man” among them was the queen.

In vain. Each chief found two stalwart British non-commissioned officers at his elbow, and Prempeh being under charge of Inspector Donovan. There arrest was complete.

But there was still an incident coming to complete the scene. The two Ansahs, although they held a large hand in causing the trouble between the British and Ashantis, appear in their own country to have little or no influence with the people, and, indeed, were looked on with jealousy and suspicion. These were surveying the scene — their handiwork — with a somewhat curious look, half amused, half nonplussed, when the Governor added to his remarks the suggestion that the present might be a suitable occasion for the arrest of these two gentlemen on a charge of forgery; and before they had fully realized between them that the charge was actually being preferred against them, they found that Mr. Donovan had adroitly handcuffed them wrist to wrist, and the scene was complete.

During the performance of this act another had been quietly preparing behind the scenes. Parties of the native levy had been withdrawn from the parade-ground, and were added to the cordon already round the palace. All was silent there, and all the many doors locked. But a path from the jungle leading to the back door, also locked, brought one within sound of the buzz of many men talking within, and of the soughing of bellows of smelting fires. At the close of the palaver on the parade-ground, two companies of the West Yorkshire Regiment, under Captain Walker, were detailed to take possession of the palace, clear it of all people inside, and to collect and make an inventory of all property found inside.

One company was accordingly sent to stiffen the cordon of native levies, and with the other company I proceeded to effect an entrance by a back way, which I had previously reconnoitred.
Submission of King Prempeh, January 20th, 1896.
There had been reports of the palace being undermined, and it was natural to expect that if this was so, the main entrance would be the spot selected for the mine, and that at any rate the place where the inmates were collected would be safe. Accordingly, making its way through the deserted garden, this company proceeded to the back entrance, and burst open the door. This opened into a large courtyard. Not a soul to be seen! Everything silent. Two painted doors in a side wall were kicked in by soldiers, and immediately after Tommy Atkins’ persuasive voice was sounding, “Come out of that, you blatherskirting idiot; d’ye thing I want to eat you?” and so on, as a frightened flock of natives were dragged out into the daylight. They were placed in the courtyard under sentries, while the remainder of the company proceeded to search every corner of the court and alley of the palace — and these were many — for further occupants. A hundred or two of these were taken, and then the work of collecting valuables and property was proceeded with.

There could be no more interesting, no more tempting work than this. To poke about in a barbarian king’s palace, whose wealth has been reported very great, was enough to make it so. Perhaps one of the most striking features about it was that the work of collecting the treasures was entrusted to a company of British soldiers, and that it was done most honestly and well, without a single case of looting. Here was a man with an armful of gold-hilted swords, there one with a box of gold trinkets and rings, another with a spirit case full of bottles of brandy, yet in no instance was there any attempt at looting.

It need not be supposed that all the property found in the palace was of great value. There were piles of the tawdriest and commonest stuff mixed indiscriminately with quaint, old, and valuable articles, a few good brass dishes, large metal ewers, Ashanti stools, old arms, &c. But a large amount of valuables know to belong to the king had disappeared, probably weeks previously — such as his celebrated dinner service of Dutch silver, his golden hat, his golden chair of state, and, above all, the royal stool, the emblem par excellence of the King of Ashanti.

These were probably hidden, together with his wives, in various hamlets in the remote bush. The “loot” which we collected was sold by public auction excepting golden valuables, which were all sent home to the Secretary of State.

The term “palace” has merely been used to denote the residence of the king. In reality there is very little that is palatial about it. It consists of a collection of the usual wattle-and-daub huts, with high walls and enormous high-pitched thatched roofs; endless courts, big and little, succeed each other, with narrow entries between, and with little or no attempt at architectural design or ornamentation.

The foundations of the old palace, built on more substantial principles, and destroyed in the last campaign, are still to be seen in the centre of the present place in a disused court.

Finding so little of real value in the palace, it was hoped that some treasure might be discovered in the sacred fetish houses at Bantama, the burial-place of the kings of Ashanti, about a mile out of Bantama. This place had also been piqueted, but all its priests had disappeared previously, and when we broke in, only one harmless old man was found residing there. No valuables — in fact, little of any king was found in the common huts that form the sacred place. In the big fetish building, with its enormous thatched roof, when burst open, we found a few brass coffers — all empty. The door, which was newly sealed with mortar, showed no signs of having been quite freshly closed up, and it may therefore be inferred that the treasure had been removed some weeks previously.

Then in accordance with order, we set the whole of the fetish village in flames, and a splendid blaze it made. The great fetish-tree, in whose shade hundreds of victims have been sacrificed, was blown up with gun-cotton, as also were the great fetish-trees on the Kumassi parade ground. Among the roots of these there lie the skulls and bones of hundreds, and possibly of thousands, of victims to the régime which today has so dramatically been brought to a close.
XIV.

AFTER EVENTS.

KUMASSI, 22nd January.

It has given us some amusement here to read the statements of Mr. Hogan and others who, according to the last received budget of papers, have been enlightening the British public on the subject of Ashanti. They have, however, condemned themselves out of their own mouth, their prophecies have been altogether stultified by the outcome of events, and their general statements are equally wide of facts. Prempeh and his chiefs did not escape into the interior, partly because steps were taken to prevent them doing so, and chiefly because up to the last they had not been sure of the line that they would adopt. That the Ashantis would not fight could not have been foreseen, but could only have been guessed at, as subsequent events have shown.

It is now known that had it not been for the presence of the two white battalions in the expeditionary force, the Ashantis would have attacked, and might very possibly have stopped any column sent up. Eight thousand men had been collected in Kumassi only ten days before our arrival there, and are to-day not altogether disbanded. They were, as our scouts reported, waiting about in neighbouring villages ready for the call of their chiefs who were in Kumassi. But the coup of Mr. Maxwell in arresting in full palaver the king, queen-mother, and all the leading chiefs, has utterly demoralized them, and the nation is now like a flock of sheep without a leader. Had the people even guessed beforehand what the result of the coup was to have been, there is not the smallest doubt that they would have fought to prevent it.

When we arrived here on the 17th inst., Kumassi was full of its ordinary inhabitants. On the 19th there was suspicion in the air. Numbers were trying to make their way out of the town; all the fetish priests at Bantama fled; there is little doubt, had the roads and the palace not been carefully guarded all that night, that Prempeh and other important personages would have been missing in the morning. By the evening of the 20th, the day of the arrest, there was not a soul left in Kumassi. With his characteristic promptness the Governor intimated that the force could now move down again, taking with it its string of prisoners, and on the 21st orders were issued for the move next day. A prison had been improvised by isolating a suitable collection of huts near the headquarters camp. All surrounding houses were levelled to the ground, and a guard was mounted to make it secure on all sides. Precautions had also to be taken, not only against escape or rescue, but against the suicide or assassination of the king; the disgrace, and more especially fetish and superstition, made it desirable to the king and to his people that he should not be removed alive from Kumassi.

Yesterday evening (the 21st) more reports came in of armed men being in neighbouring villages, and there were whisperings of possible reconnaissances during the night. Bantama, about a mile and a half from Kumassi, was the headquarters of the levy, and it was there, at two in the morning to-day I paraded a reconnoitring force — four companies of scouts under Major Gordon, two companies of Houssas under Captain Mitchell, a Maxim gun in charge of Armourer-Sergeant Williams. Then we started; a long, silent string of men gliding past the outposts of the troops in camp, down through the deserted lanes of Kumassi, and out into the bush beyond. Suddenly our path becomes muddy, and then watery — we try to keep dryshod, but in vain; ere long we are ankle-deep, then knee-deep, and deeper, and so we wade on and on through the cold and evil-smelling waters swamps that lie below Kumassi.

Once past it, our way lies through the densest bush by a narrow, winding foot-track, whose line we guess at by feeling with a stick. Streams, fallen trees, and high-growing roots obstruct our way at every step, and our progress naturally is extremely slow, and, cold and miserable about the legs, we creep along, hour after hour, mile after mile, in deepest silence; frequent halts while scouts examine points ahead, or to allow some closing up in rear. At last the dawn begins to show itself in the thick and dripping mist.
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around us. The men all have their orders what to do on arrival at the village. The scouts will gain both flanks through the bush, followed by a section to either hand of Houssas; the Maxim takes the centre with the remainder of the Houssas, while the rest of the levy face about and guard the rear. The ammunition is ready, and we really hope that now at least a brush will be our reward.

Presently the scouts bring in a capture, a wild-looking native talking in a strange up-country tongue. He is a slave, who has just made his escape from a village near our path, and which at this moment is full of armed Ashantis; but it is not the place we came to take. Here we know that four hundred men are mustered, and so we press on faster in the gradually lightening gloom. Now we are near, the scouts check to reconnoitre, and the column closes up on tiptoe. Forward! A cry from the scouts. Too late! They’ve gone; got wind of our coming, and the place is empty. Nothing for it but to munch our biscuit and chocolate, and after a few minutes’ rest to march our weary way back — back through the bush, back through the long, wet, fetid swamp, and so to the camp.

Here we find the tail of the column just moving out upon its downward march, and we prepare to form the rearguard. But other orders wait us. Another village has just been reported to be full of men and treasure, so, after an hour’s rest and breakfast, once more the scouts turn out, and, backed by a fresh company of Houssas, proceed to visit the newly-designated point. Once more we ford the filthy swamp, which, with its repeated stirrings by many feet, has now “a fine old crusted” reek. Luckily we have not far to go — two miles will bring us there. A running scout was sent before to spy the place, and presently he meets us with the news we half expected — the enemy have gone, leaving five men there and heaps of boxes. So we press on silently. Our scouts capture one of theirs without a sound. Then we rush the village, and catch three men who have hidden away their arms. Among the huts lie strewn a host of boxes broken and empty. Within the little courtyards are piles of articles in jumbled-up confusion. The place itself was Prempeh’s country house, and his furniture was chiefly feather-beds, plates, dishes, and despatch-boxes. Delft of the commonest make strews the place, and is evidently looked upon as valuable by our men, who, after asking leave, proceed to pile themselves up with the largest dishes they can find. The place looks like a jumble auction sale. Old chairs and curtains, common decanters, a bust of her Majesty, common cotton cloths, gin bottles in profusion. At first it looked as though a hurried attempt at packing up had been made by the inmates, but one of our prisoners told another tale. VALUABLES AND Jewellery had been securely packed in all the boxes here and placed in charge of a Sefwi slave, the king’s head drummer. The day before our arrival this man had come, with others of his tribe, and had systematically looted the whole of the valuables, and was by this time miles away, hidden in the bush.

Once more we turned back to the camp, a disappointed crew; and on arrival there we found the Union Jack was flying half-mast high. Good Prince Henry! a martyr, if ever there was martyr, to his sense of duty. And then we started on our coastward march, not as we had pictured it, light-hearted and rejoicing, but tired and disappointed, and very sick at heart at this last crowning blow.
XV.

THE COASTWARD MARCH.

PRAHSU, 26th January.

The retreat is generally more fatal than the advance. In its retirement from Kumassi the expeditionary force has still had the same two foes to contend against that it had in the advance up to that place. On the one hand, it had to be prepared against the Ashantis; on the other hand, against fever.

The danger from Ashantis on the return journey lay in any attempt that might be made to effect the rescue of their king, or of one or more of their chiefs from the custody of the English, or, failing a rescue, in the endeavour which it was more than probably they would make to assassinate Prempeh. It would be a great blow to the prestige of the Ashanti nation, and destructive of the one national superstition, if the king were to be taken even across the Sberri river, which surrounds Kumassi, and then on, altogether out of the country. So that as long as he was still in Kumassi, or in Ashanti territory, there was every chance that an attempt would be made, if rescue were impossible, even by single individuals to take the king’s life. Nor would there be an end to this danger when he had passed out of Ashanti territory, for then he would travel first through Bekwai and later the Adansi countries, where people were quite as ready to shoot him, although from another cause, namely from a desire to pay off old scores and wipe out the blood of relations who had been the victims of sacrifice at some of the king’s “customs.” The narrow path that constitutes the “Great North Road,” and the dense bush hedging either side of it, affords a perfect cover for such ambuscade, whether of an individual or of even a large body; consequently special precautions had to be taken to make all secure for the safe passage of the prisoner. He was escorted by white troops on the path, while all the by-paths for miles round were occupied by piquets of the levy, and the bush itself was thoroughly searched by them previously to and during the passage of the convoy of prisoners. The levy also visited outlying villages, where gatherings of armed men were reported, and drove them off in all directions. There was plenty of evidence that the precautions taken were no more than were necessary, and the additional toil was compensated by the entire success of this our last task of the campaign.

The other enemy — the fever — was not defeated with such success. Since turning back on Kumassi for the coastward march, the force has come to feel the clutch of sickness. The weather is no worse than it was for the march up-country. It is, in fact, even more healthy just now, and the men themselves, after their long march, should now be in far better, harder condition than when fresh landed, soft from shipboard life. It is, therefore, not so much from physical causes that the men are becoming a prey to sickness; it is rather due to mental depression. It is the result of the feeling of absolute disappointment which now pervades the force. They have worked hard, marching though the poisonous tangle of rank forest and swamp, bearing up under the enervating heat, and fighting against sickness, simply with the pluck and determination that are characteristic of the Briton bent on achieving the task he has set before himself. To see the Special Service Corps, at the end of a long day’s march, suddenly prick up their ears, as it were, and press on at the double because they thought they heard firing in front, was a sight that may well be recorded. Their one idea as been to get at the enemy to give him a real good drubbing; and whatever may be said of the morality of such an aspiration, none the less it spurs Tommy Atkins to great deeds, that so he may win the medal. Now all their hopes and all their aspirations are dashed to the ground. Weared and dispirited, they are now dragging their way back along the hateful, depressing road, and between them and the coast there lie many miles of malarial bush, through which but few can pass untouched by the poison in the air. But they plod along pluckily through the fetid forest. As I passed one loaded hammock among the many on the line of march to-day, a haggard, bearded face within looked out with burning eyes, and the sick man asked, “Do you think, sire, they will give us a medal for this?” At my “No doubt they will,” he sank back in some relief to dream it over. The men have suffered and
endured even more than if they had had fighting, for the consequent excitement would have carried them through much that affects them now.

CAPE COAST CASTLE, 8th February, 1896.

The march up to Kumassi was a weary, toilsome business, even in spite of the excitement and hope which buoyed the men up. What, then, can once say of the march down, when the same long depressing road had to be re-traversed by men whose spirits were now lowered by the deep disappointment they had suffered, and whose systems were gradually giving in to the attacks of the ever-present fever fiend? In truth, that march down was in its way as fine an exhibition of British stamina and pluck as any that has been seen of late years. For the casual reader in England this is difficult to realize, but to one who has himself wearily tramped that interminable path, heartsick and footsore, the sight of those dogged British “Tommies,” heavily accoutred as they were, still defying fever in the sweltering heat, and ever pressing on, was one which opened one’s eyes and one’s heart as well.

There was no malingering there; each man went on until he dropped. It showed more than any fight could have done, more than any investment in a fort or surprise in camp, what stern and sterling stuff our men are made of, notwithstanding all that cavillers will say against our modern army system and its soldiers.

To one fine young fellow — who, though evidently gripped by fever, still was doggedly marching on — I suggested that his kit was very heavy, whereat he replied, with the tight-drawn smile and quavering voice one knows too well out here, “It ain’t the kit, sir! it’s only these extra rounds that I feel the weight of”; “these extra rounds” being those intended for the fight which never came. The never-ending sameness of the forest was in itself sufficient to depress the most light and cheerful mind, and thus it was a great relief at length to get to Mansu, where the bush begins to open out, and where there is more of the light and air of heaven. But the change is not altogether for the better. The forest, it is true, is gone, but the road is open to the sun, while the undergrowth on either hand is denser now than ever, and forms a high impenetrable hedge that seems to shut out every breath of breeze. Acting on the experiences of the upward march, this portion of the road was now traversed by the troops by night, and consequently heat apoplexy and sunstroke were not encountered. But the string of loaded hammocks grew longer every day!

On the downward journey the discomforts of the march were added to by the cloud of flies, which up till now had never bothered us; but their presence was only natural, considering the refuse of so large an expedition, which attracted them in spite of every care that was taken to ensure the camp-ground being kept in clean condition. At every rest-camp an officer and a guard of West Indians had been posted for this work during the expedition, and here one saw something of the thankless jobs that fell to troops on service, and which were, nevertheless, performed with all the zeal and thoroughness that characterized the work in front.

Mansu, Dunkwa, our marching was really coming near its end at last. How eagerly we listened for the first sound of the distant thundering surf, and longed for the first whiff of the sea breeze! And in due course they came. At length, between two hill-tops we saw the grey hazy horizon of the sea, and anon the great white ships all lying ready to take us home. In one short hour our life seemed changed; out of the dank bush and the shadow of disappointment we had come into the sunshine with hopes of home before us.

Cape Coast Castle lay as usual sweltering in the sun, but redeemed by the sea breeze which blows with steady regularity during the middle hours of the day, but maddening to the sick with its native clamour, heat, and smells. Never since the last expedition had the town been so full of life and business. First to arrive from the front were the gangs of supply carriers to be paid off. Under the charge of Captain Donovan and his lieutenant of the same name, the army of nine thousand of them marched in military order, and in two days had all been settled up with, paid, and dismissed to their homes.
Soon after their arrival, the levy. We had accomplished the march from Kumassi to Cape Coast in seven days. Immediately on arrival, the men handed in their arms and ammunition, and on the following morning were paid up and were marched out of the town by companies on their homeward roads. As has been before described, the levy was formed of contingents from half a dozen different tribes. The Bekwai, Abodom, and Adansi contingents had been discharged en route as the regiment passed through their respective countries. The latter, who had chiefly performed the scouting duties, received as “dash” or reward the guns with which they had been provided by Government. This was at Prahsu. They then went on as a guard of honour to the remainder of the levy, firing salutes as they went, until the village was reached in which their king resides. The king — a decrepit but loyal old man — came out to receive his men from me, and in his conversation showed his gratitude to the British for getting back for his people their own country about the Adansi hills, and stated it as his intention to return there and re-establish the Adansi capital in its former site at Fommenah. Although the men were glad to get back to their homes, the parting between them and their three white officers was full of regret on both sides, for in the short time they had been enrolled they had already picked up such discipline and drill as had made them a useful and reliable body of men, and it seemed a pity that now, just when they had attained a good standard of efficacy, their services should have to be dispensed with.

There was now a pause in the arrivals at the base for several days, but business was very brisk in the Castle — the business of closing up the accounts of the expedition, checking returned stores, condemning and selling those for which there was no longer any further use. Indeed, hard work had been the order of the day there ever since we had left it to go up-country, and fever had been as obstructive at the base as it had been in the bush, but by transfer to the hospital ship Coromandel those who were affected were the more easily enabled to shake it off, and were, as a rule, soon back at their work again.

Here one was able to see something of the English newspapers and thus to learn something — in addition to the general news of Europe and the world at large — of what we ourselves had been doing in Ashanti. It is a notable fact that, with camps spread about as ours were over a large tract of country, one does not gather all the news that is going, and accompanied as the expedition has been by correspondents of every class and variety, it was natural to find the news was often served up in astonishing and entirely novel form. The departure of one officer from the coast to the next depot at Mansu was headed “A Plucky Dash into the Interior”; hut-building, we are told, was much interfered with by the presence of “serpents”; an illustrated paper gave views of the troops landing at the back of the Castle, where no landing is possible; another showed us Prempeh surrounded by camels and horses, animals unknown at Kumassi, and so on ad infinitum; and doubtless we have yet to hear more of the personal feeling of some of those gentlemen who have reason to believe that they have not been treated with the respect due to their merit as word-painters. To “those who know” it should be amusing reading.

Soon after daybreak on February 5th, the West Yorkshire Regiment marched into the town from Dunkwa, having in their midst King Prempeh and the captive queen and chiefs. These were marched directly to the beach, where eight large surf-boats were lying ready for their embarkation. A few marines and Houssas were posted in each boat to act as escort and to ensure the safety of the prisoners, for it was considered possible that the Kroo boatmen might, in the excess of their hate, contrive to upset Prempeh in the surf, and hold him down till dead! However, all went well. The boats were quickly paddled through the surf, looking, with their paddles — six a side — like beetles crawling over crumpled satin, and ere long the prisoners had been transferred aboard H.M.S. Raccoon. This was to them the climax of their troubles. Awed and nervous at their first sight of the ocean and their first experience of boats and ships, at the utter breaking up of all their royal prestige, and their ignorance of what it might portend, they huddled all together, chiefs and attendants, in one close, frightened group; and presently, as the ship steamed out, their trials were increased by sea-sickness. An hour’s run along the coast brought them abreast of Elmina Fort, and here, much to their relief, the surf-boats took them off and landed them at their final destination.
A harsh, unpromising place it looked to European eyes — a grim white fort on the surf-lashed strand, whose inner court, which forms the prison, is not inaptly termed the “Bear-pit.” Here will Prempeh and his chiefs remain; but attended as they are by a fair allowance of wives and slaves, and with all their wants supplied, their confinement will in no way be a hardship to them. Before Prempeh had reached his prison-house, his late escort, the West Yorkshire Regiment, were already installed on board the transport Manila — such of them as were well, but a long string of sick was sent aboard the Coromandel. So many that, the following day, when the Special Service Corps arrived, they had to divide the regiment between the two ships for conveyance home, and local steamers called up from neighbouring ports by telegraph were utilized to carry drafts of officers and men according to their various capacities. The bearer company embarked on the Manila ere she sailed on the 6th. The immediate headquarter staff are on the Coromandel. To-day the last of the sick from the base hospital at Conor’s Hill have been swung on board, a sick-roll of close on twenty officers and 200 men. Of these nearly all are fever cases, the balance being dysentery; and it is curious to note that the percentage of sick among the officers is greater than that among the men. It is a sight to sadden eyes to see these pale, limp forms who, but a few weeks back, were men selected for their vigour and robustness to join the expedition.

But the medical arrangements all along the line have been faultless, and have worked without a hitch. Medical attendance and stores have been abundant, sick transport has been carried out with comfort and rapidity, and once on board the hospital ship, with its comfortable, airy wards and its excellent service of hospital orderlies and nursing sisters, the invalids have every chance of speedy recovery. And perhaps the best medicine to the majority of them will be the sound of the screw and the rushing of the seething waters as we steam away out of the “smokes” that envelop this pestilential coast with their noxious haze.
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XVI.

HOMEWARD BOUND.

LAS PALMAS, 16th February.

So long as the water supply runs well, the plumber is not thought of.

The expedition to Ashanti, having succeeded without hitch or hindrance, one is apt to lose sight of the difficulties that were quietly overcome in its prosecution, and of the important results of its consummation; whereas, had the preparations been a little less complete in their character, these difficulties would have been more apparent, and disasters possible, and, perhaps, even greater credit would have redounded in the end to those charged with the conduct of the whole. As a matter of fact, this expedition now stands among the many small expeditions of late years as a pattern one for punctuality and rapidity of progress. To these points its success was entirely due, and they were the result only of careful preparation and thorough organization; and though every branch distinguished itself by playing its part in a manner as nearly as possible approaching to perfection, the following services have without doubt scored for themselves a record performance — namely, the Transport, Supply, Medical, Telegraph and Special Service Corps.

The Transport organized in a very few days, one might almost say hours, a larger force of human transport than has before been attempted, and its working has from the first been as eminently satisfactory as it have been vitally necessary to the progress of the expedition. The Supply, ordnance as well as commissariat, has similarly been and unqualified success. Abundance of stores of the right kind have been available from first to last at every stage of the operations. Nothing seems to have been forgotten, and nothing superfluous or useless seems to have been brought, which is no small triumph where some 14,000 men of most varied nationalities and requirements had to be catered for in a land whose products consisted of a very meagre supply of plantains. The medical arrangements were as complete and efficient as could be devised: medical officers and sick hammocks distributed among the corps, bearer company for transport of sick and wounded, field hospital close up, hammock train laid in, relieving posts for rapid transport of sick to the coast, excellent base hospital at Cape Coast Castle, with sea transport to the capacious and well-equipped hospital ship, the Coromandel. The Field Telegraph was an unqualified success. It was laid with surprising rapidity, and thus permitted the advanced force to be within rapid communication with headquarters during the whole of the advance to Kumassi. The Special Service Corps — the object of much criticism in England — gained a reputation for itself that must have caused the liveliest satisfaction to the hearts of its supporters. Its small tactical units were eminently suited to the work on hand; the care which had been exercised in the selection of its men as possessing stamina and other qualifications to meet the peculiar conditions of service on the Gold Coast enabled the corps to maintain its strength and efficiency to a marked extent when contrasted with the ordinary line battalion employed on the same duty; and the emulation of each unit working with all the energy begotten of esprit de corps was productive of the best results in practice.

Perhaps one might also add to this record of “records” the fact that the local government worked throughout most effectively and loyally in assisting the expedition. Its employés had already effected much before the head of the expedition proper had even set foot in the colony. The telegraph had been laid — and in a very substantial manner — as far as Mansu; the whole of the material for the bridge over the Prah had been collected at Prahsu, and merely required to be roped for use; the road had been cut and made, and rest-camps set up from the coast to Prahsu, and the work of collecting natives to act as carriers or native levies had been effected with good results. These were points which an ordinary eye would look at as the natural aim of the local officials, but how seldom do we see them giving their aid in this way, even though the success of an expedition means everything to them. And it must be a source of
gratification to many a taxpayer (and I, alas! am one of them) to see that our departments can “run a show” of this kind in a way that transcends anything that has been done in Madagascar, Abyssinia, or Cuba. It is true that it is but a small one, but if your workman “can make a watch, you bet he can make a clock.”

With all these organizations thus perfected, the expedition did not, as it could not, fail to succeed; and yet a few faults in previous preparation or a very little mismanagement might have produced a very different result. One need only look to the history of the strip of territory next to Ashanti, namely, Dahomey, or to the late conquest by France in a similar climate against a similar enemy, namely, Madagascar, to see what terrible expense in life and money has been avoided by the use of a well-planned organization endowed with thorough efficiency in all its working parts.

The secret of the perfection in the preliminary arrangements lies in the fact that most of the heads of the staff at the War Office were themselves employed in the previous campaign in Ashanti, and have been therefore able to order things in accordance with their own personal experience of the country and climate; and the viciousness of this climate is shown by the fact that, in spite of all the forethought and precautions that were taken, no less than fifty per cent. of the men and something like eighty per cent. of the officers were attacked by fever. The practical result of the efficient organization of the expedition was the “rushing” of the Ashantis. At best the Ashantis are slow to mobilize, and on this occasion they were also doubtful how to act pending the return from England of the envoys they had sent there, and consequently had till then only partially mobilized their army. Within two hours after the returning envoys had crossed the Prah on their journey to Kumassi our advanced force had also crossed and followed close upon their heels. The information given by these envoys to the expectant people in Kumassi was to the effect that the British force had been overrated, and was still a long way off. Armed men were then called up, and a raid was organized against the Bekwais, who showed signs of defection; but before the orders had been fully carried out, the Ansahs arrived with fresh information of the British force of white troops being well on the road, and Bekwai itself was suddenly occupied and prepared for defence by our force on the very day on which the Ashantis were to have attacked it. Additional columns were, at the same time, reported as advancing against the capital from the north and from the south-west. There was consequently panic among the leaders; orders and counter-orders were issued — one day it was to be war, the next day peace. Envoys were sent to meet the troops with orders to make every effort to delay their advance till something could be done; but in vain. The stream of invasion flowed steadily and rapidly forward. There was nothing for it but to distribute all the treasure and valuables for concealment in different parts of the country till the troublous times were over; and then king and chiefs must satisfy the British with whatever promises they might find necessary, so long as they could induce them to go away again. The whole régime was disorganized by the rapid inroad of the expedition; and the panic of the country reached its climax at the arrest and deportation of Prempeh and his chiefs.

From the foregoing it will have been deduced that the success and bloodless victory of the expedition was due to the rapidity and the completeness of the movements of the force, and that this rapidity was in its turn the result of a thoroughly planned and well-equipped organization. But then arises the question, Cui bono? What is the good of this victory when you have won it? What return is there for the half million that will have been spent upon it?

Inter alia, one may at once point out that it has, at any rate, put an end to the practice of human sacrifice, which up till within three months ago had gone on with all the unchecked force that it had ever enjoyed. Fetish superstition has an immense hold on the untutored children of the bush, and tradition and custom decreed that human sacrifice was the best form of propitiation of the fetish demons. Moreover, the men of the country have no kind of diversion or employment beyond very poor hunting and an occasional raid on a neighbouring tribe. Blood-lust, like many another vicious habit, rapidly takes root and grows on a man who is without other occupation. A bloody spectacle was naturally to the Ashantis a most attractive form of amusement, especially as at the same time it satisfied their superstition.
The popularity of human sacrifice was none the less great because it gave a direct impetus to the slave trade. As a rule, the victims of fetish sacrifice were slaves, and the supply had to be kept up to the demand. How great that demand was we may, perhaps, never know, but that it was little short of enormous may be guessed partly from the deposit of skulls and bones about the fetish groves, and partly from the fact that two streets in Kumassi consisted of the houses occupied by the official executioners. The suppression of this abuse has been one result of the expedition, and the disintegration of the Ashanti kingdom into its minor kingdoms will insure its non-revival. This alliance of lawless chiefs into a common band, under the direction of the Kumassi king, has hitherto acted like a dam to a reservoir. Within five days’ march of Kumassi, to the northward, the poisonous bush country comes to an end, and on beyond there lies the open country, rich and populous, which stretches thence to Timbuctoo. The natural outlet for this country’s trade is by the Kumassi road to Cape Coast Castle and the sea. This is the reservoir which the Ashanti dam has kept closed up so long. In breaking down the Ashanti gang we have broken up the dam, and the stream which will now begin to flow should, in the near future, well repay the expenses of the machine with which it has been cut. An encouraging example lies to hand in the colony at Lagos, where, as a direct result of the Jebu campaign, the trade has in a single year leaped up to double what it was before.

The British prestige has, moreover, now extended its effect into the back country among tribes who were hitherto wavering with their future allegiance in the balance, and it may be inferred that they will not delay to come under our protectorate. This in its turn will mean the extension of our boundaries till they touch the Niger, and will thereby save the Gold Coast Colony from being shut out from up-country trade, as had been threatened, by the junction of the two French forces in Dahomey and Timbuctoo. Indeed, the colonial party of our friends across the Channel are just beginning to suspect that, using Prempeh as a nail to hang our cloak upon, we have quietly beaten them in the race for the Gold Coast Hinterland — that instead of Dahomey joining hands with the French Soudan, the Gold Coast will ere long have marched its boundary on to that of the Royal Niger Protectorate. In gaining this enlarged territory, we may very probably also gain the assistance of a ready-made force with which to hold it, namely, the army, horse and foot, of Samory.

Thus, in the course of a few weeks, an enormous change has been wrought in the history of this part of Africa, and the vista of a great future has been suddenly opened to the Gold Coast Colony. And ye this great result has been gained by the use of a mere handful of men, and it is only when one realizes the magnitude of the result that one sees with something akin to awe how much might have been lost by a little mismanagement or by a single false move.
THE FORMATION OF A NATIVE LEVY.

There may be those among my readers who would be glad to receive some information regarding the organization and work of the levy, and who, on the other hand, have not the leisure or inclination to wade through the foregoing pages in search thereof. To save them this trouble, I have thought it right to append the following brief account, extracted by the kind permission of the editor, from the Journal of the Royal United Service Institute for March, 1986:

“Our frequent little wars in all parts of the globe necessitate continually the raising of native levies, and yet one looks in vain for any book that may give one details of organization, or even the experiences of previous efforts, and that may serve as a guide to similar work when occasion demands it.

“It is, of course, impossible for any hard and fast organization to be laid down to suit all cases. For example, to attempt to impose some new form of discipline and tactics on a levy of Zulus or Swazis would be to hamper a people already well-grounded in their own form of warfare; whereas with a levy of less warlike folk, such as the West African Coast tribes, some system has to be arranged by which they may be kept in hand by the few white officers available for commanding them.

“It may, therefore, be of interest to many to learn what were the lines upon which the native levy in the recent campaign in Ashanti was organized, and what was the scope of its work.

“On the arrival of the expedition at Cape Coast Castle, on December 13th last, I was ordered to raise and organize a native levy.

“Fortunately, I was given the invaluable assistance of an officer who had already some experience of the country and its people, namely, Captain Graham, D.S.O., 5th Lancers.

“Also, through the kind offices of Captain Donald Stewart, I obtained the services of Chief Andoh of Elmina, who proved himself a most loyal and trustworthy adviser on all points of native custom and character.

“The material at hand for forming the levy consisted of some 300 of the Krobo tribe, under their king, Matikoli, and about 100 of the Mumford tribe, under Chief Brew. The Krobos had in former times distinguished themselves as a comparatively warlike race, and they furnished a satisfactory contingent to the native levies in the last campaign against Ashanti. The Mumfords were merely coast fishermen, splendid in physique, but absolutely useless, as they rather proudly admitted, for anything but sea-fishing. They were fitted with —

‘Iron sinews, but heart of mice.’

“Up country, on the Prah, there were already collected 100 warriors of the Adansi tribe. These warriors had already been armed by the civil Government with ‘Dane’ guns, that is, long flint-lock trade guns, and supplied with a few kegs of powder and bars of lead for ammunition. A store of these arms was lying ready at Prahsu for arming the remainder of the levy as soon as it should arrive there. Two or three days were required to collect the men at Cape Coast Castle, and it was only by adopting somewhat vigorous methods with the chiefs that this time was not prolonged to a week or more.

“The native was apparently incapable of grasping any idea of punctuality; lying was the natural form of every statement or promise he made; lying was the natural attitude assumed by his body, especially when any work was to be done.

“Moreover, in the present instance, the trade gin of the metropolis had come sweet to the lips of the countrmen just called up from his village, and his natural stupidity was thereby rendered doubly dense. One good point about these warriors was their cowardice; the least hint of an intention of backing up an
order with force ensured its prompt obedience, but this was a trump card which had to be held up with
discretion until the frontier was crossed and desertion had become impossible.

“In the meantime, extreme patience, coupled with firmness, was required; exasperation and a rising
gorge had to be smoked or whistled down. (There is nothing like whistling an air when you feel
exasperated beyond reclaim.)

“It is a West Coast proverb which says, ‘Softly, softly, catchee monkey.’ This was suggested jokingly
as a suitable motto for the stealthily creeping corps of native scouts, but its spirit soon came to be adopted
as a guiding principle in practice in all our dealings and actions. Its meaning might be construed into
‘Don’t flurry! Work up to your point quietly and steadily.’ In a word, ‘Patience!’

“The Krobos and Mumfords had at length been coaxed into assembling by the evening of the 16th, and
on the following day they were roughly organized in companies under headmen of their respective
villages. They were then supplied with red fezes, paraded for the inspection of His Excellency the
Governor, and marched off for the interior.

“The ultimate organization that was found to be best adapted for all purposes, whether for pioneer
work, drill, reconnaissance, or outposts, was the division of each tribe into small companies of from
twenty to thirty men each.

“Each tribe was under the orders of its chief, and he, or his orderly, understood English, and acted as
the adjutant of his detachment, taking all his instructions from the white officer. Each company was
under a ‘captain,’ assisted by an under-captain.

“No specific duties beyond those of acting as scouts had been assigned to the levy; but as we made our
way up-country, it became evident that much pioneering work would be necessary, in order to make the
road passable for troops through the dense bush and to prepare clearings and huts for rest camps.
Therefore, whenever we saw a chance of obtaining tools of any description, we did not fail to avail
ourselves of it; but in the end, the quantity and quality of our equipment did not amount to anything very
considerable, and it was greatly due to the further system applied to our organization that the levy was
able successfully to carry out the pioneering work which it eventually accomplished. Our tools consisted
mainly of matchets (long, heavy knives), naval cutlasses, spades, picks, and a few hatchets and felling-
axes.

“The companies were permanently detailed to certain kinds of work: thus, one was charged with the
work of building bridges, another with making huts, another with digging the road and draining it where
necessary, another with felling timber and log-cutting, and so on; so that every man knew his proper
work, and with a few days’ practice, became proficient in it. But at first much instruction had to be given
in the method of using felling-axes, spades, levers, and in knotting ropes — or, rather, the substitute for
rope, the kind of creeper known as ‘monkey-rope.’

“Each ‘captain’ was made responsible for tools used by his company (and these had to be checked
daily, both before and after work), and also for the presence of all his men during working hours, which,
with the exception of two hours’ rest for the midday meal, generally lasted from daylight till dusk. It was
some time before the idea of responsibility for the working of their men could be instilled into the
captains, but once it had been grasped by them, and the system had got into working order, all went
smoothly and efficiently, so long as a white officer was at hand to keep the rate of progress up to the
mark.

“The practical outcome of the pioneer work of the levy was the cutting of over fifty miles of road
beyond the Prah through the bush to Kumassi, the bridging of numberless streams, the corduroying of
swamps, and the ramping of numerous giant tree-trunks that lay across the path; and also in the clearance
of camping-grounds, erection of huts, and the building of three forts; and, lastly, in a piece of work that
was comparatively light and yet of paramount importance, namely, in the clearing of the bush round the
palace at Kumassi, which enabled that place to be surrounded, and so prevented Prempeh’s intended
escape when he was ‘wanted.’
“Of course, strong measures had at first to be taken to bring the amount of work up to the standard required, and the punishment for non-obedience was supposed to be fining; but the native, unaccustomed to much regular payment of any kind, and totally ignorant of payment in arrear, could not understand the meaning of deductions and stoppages, and their infliction was not carried out; more tangible punishment had to be substituted.

“Rations were not issued to the levy, but in order that they might live without raiding when in strange territory, the men were paid threepence a day, and this sufficed to buy them sufficient yams and plantains to satisfy their wants. In addition to this subsistence, the Krobos, Elminas, and Mumfords also drew, in arrears, daily pay at sixpence a man and eighteenpence for a captain. This was less than the pay of carriers, but more than would be given to levies in any other part of our dominions; for, surely, it would seem the duty of warrior-subjects to turn out when called upon for the defence of their country, as a return for our protectorate over them.

“This latter rule was carried out with part of the levy, namely, the Adansi, Bekwais, and Abodoms, and they worked none the less satisfactorily for it — perhaps all the better, as they hoped, by good work, to obtain a good ‘dash’ or reward at the end of the campaign.

“While the main body of the levy had been undergoing organization and equipment about the Prah, as above described, the Adansi contingent of four companies had been acting as scouts and outposts to the front of the Adansi Hills, three-quarters of the way to Kumassi from the coast.

“They were a wild, uncivilized crew, living entirely in the bush, and therefore well adapted for this particular duty.

“It was only necessary to show them a system to work upon, and they readily grasped it. Briefly, the plan for outpost duties was this: Each company formed a piquet, and during the day it had sentries out for all paths leading to it. These sentries were concealed in the bush close by the path, and within reach of recall by the horn sounding at the piquet. Patrols of two or three men went out for the whole day on every path. No individual work could be got out of natives at night — the bush was too full of fairies and fetish devils for that. Therefore, after dark, instead of the day sentries and patrol, small detached posts of half a dozen men each were bivouacked on every path, at a distance of about a mile from the piquet.

“In addition to their watchfulness, the Adansi, and also the Bekwais and Abodoms (who were afterwards added to them for detached duties), distinguished themselves by their quickness in detecting the presence of an enemy, and by the rapidity with which they conveyed the news not only to their commander, but also to neighbouring piquets and parties.

“Their faculty, too, for finding their way in the forest, whether by day or by night, was surprising. They could not explain it themselves, but, like the forest tribes of South-Eastern Africa, they were in no way guided by sun or stars — some natural instinct brought them through.

“In the meantime, the Krobo portion of the levy had been armed with Snider rifles, and, in the intervals of work and on the march, the companies were instructed by Captain Graham in the use of their arms and in the elements of drill. This instruction chiefly took the form of the principles of the firing exercise, and its practice in action in the bush. A few simple whistle-signals were employed to signify ‘Halt,’ ‘Advance,’ ‘Rally,’ ‘Cease firing,’ &c., and these were readily learnt by the men.

“The supply of ammunition was kept up by means of an ammunition carrier to each company. Every man was allowed five rounds only, loose in his pouch, with another five rounds tied up. This would, it was hoped, do something to check indiscriminate blazing away. Unfortunately, the work told upon Captain Graham, and in the midst of it he was struck down, and for a time incapacitated by fever; and the same fate befell two more officers who were thereupon successively attached to the levy for duty, namely, Captain Williams, South Staffordshire Regiment, and Captain Green, Gold Coast Houssas. Major Gordon, 15th Hussars, then joined us, and would have been an ideal leader for the men had it been our fortune to come to blows with the enemy.
Native Levy building a Fort.
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“The levy eventually was composed as follows:—

8 companies of Krobos,
2 “ “ Mumfords,
1 company of Elminas,
4 companies of Adansis,
2 “ “ Bekwais,
1 company of Abodoms,

having a total strength of 860. Of these eighteen companies, eleven were more or less disciplined, armed with Sniders, and equipped with tools for pioneering. The remaining seven companies were irregulars, armed with flint-lock guns, and specially useful as scouts and for outpost and reconnaissance work.

“The first actual test of the marching and scouting power of the levy and of its discipline was the march to the assistance of Bekwai. This was carried out by night as well as by day, and in the presence of an outpost and scouts of the enemy. The levy was backed up by two companies of Houssas, and this no doubt helped to give it the confidence it displayed, and which contributed to its rapid and successful completion of the duty.

“After this experience there was no doubt of its ability to work, if not in a bold and dashing manner, at least warily and usefully; and this was borne out in the final advance on Kumassi, when the levy forming the advance guard was divided into three parties and approached the place by three different routes. The central party on the main road cut the path for the troops. Its covering party being sent to within a short distance of Kumassi, the remainder was distributed in cutting parties at intervals along the track; by this disposition the last six miles of road were cleared in two hours. On arrival at Kumassi the levy formed outposts to cover the arrival of the main body, and continued to find the outposts all round the camp during the stay of the troops there.

“These outposts were partly employed for the purpose of protecting villagers bringing in supplies to the market, and party to prevent native followers from going out to raid on their own account, and they were also useful, especially at night, in preventing the escape of Prempeh and his chiefs from Kumassi. It was certainly due to their vigilance that Prempeh did not escape on the night before his arrest.

“The palace had been reconnoitred soon after the arrival of the troops, and we had then found that its garden adjoined the bush at the back, and that a small postern existed in the fence, and led by a footpath through this bush, across the swamp and into the forest beyond.

“The levy therefore went to work with matchets, and in a few hours had cut away a broad open space all round the palace enclosure; and thus, when the time came, it was found possible to draw a cordon of men rapidly round the place, to prevent not only the escape of its inmates, but also looting parties from gaining an entrance.

“On the night before the arrest the piquets on all the roads were reinforced, and an extra patrol was stationed to watch what went on at the palace. Messengers from the palace and others were caught trying all the roads, and during the night one of the Ansahs was captured by a piquet on the so-called ‘secret’ path.

“There had been some difficulty in obtaining information as to where the queen-mother resided, but at three o’clock in the morning the patrol saw her come out of the palace and go to her home in the town, and there they marked her down with a piquet until she might be wanted.

“There is good reason to suppose that the palace party had intended to escape that night, but were obliged to abandon their plan on finding every road stopped.

“The last pioneering task carried out by the levy was the very satisfactory one of levelling the smouldering walls of the burnt fetish houses at Bantama.
“Then part of the levy made a night march and reconnaissance to a place five miles beyond Kumassi, where 400 of Mampon’s men were reported to be encamped, but these got wind of our coming, and slipped away; and a reconnaissance the same day to Maheer, the king’s summer residence, only arrived there to find that the place had already been looted by the slaves left in charge of it.

“Next came the march down to the coast with all the royal and other prisoners. The part taken by the levies in the early portion of this march was not an unimportant one, since to them fell the duty of searching the bush and of holding all by-roads, to guard against attempts which we had reason to expect would be made to assassinate Prempeh. They found numbers of individual men in the bush, but these always came in asking for news, and were evidently runaway slaves rather than would-be assassins.

“On the 22nd January the levy marched out of Kumassi; on the 29th it arrived at Cape Coast Castle, thus completing a march of 150 miles in seven days, which in that climate is not a bad performance.

“This brief résumé of the work done by the levy will tend to show to what extent it was capable of being useful in the short period of its enrolment, after being organized on the principles above stated.

“It is not claimed that such organization could also go so far as to put pluck into the men, but it is only reasonable to infer that if they had been brought into actual conflict with the Ashantis, they would at least have shown themselves no worse than their enemy; they would, at any rate, have been perfectly under control of their officers; and they would probably have been emboldened to a very useful extent by the possession of better arms and by their superiority in tactical power.

“A reliable authority on the subject has stated that, in his opinion, West African tribes are worse than useless as levies, for two reasons: one is that their natural cowardice will lead them when the fight is going against them to run away at the critical moment, and in their panic in the narrow bush path to overrun and bear back with them the steadier troops in support; the other is that in a winning fight their want of discipline will, on the other hand, lead them to commit excesses such as would be unbecoming in allies of the British.

“But in dealing with a native levy in any part of the world, one or other of these difficulties, often both, will have to be encountered by the white commander; and the sooner he realizes that other means must of necessity be used for enforcing discipline than ordinary commands or requests, the sooner he will find himself properly obeyed. These have to be resorted to occasionally as the lesser of evils, up to the point of shooting one’s own men; but when resorted to they should be the result only of deliberate and fair consideration of the case. Strict justice goes a very long way towards bringing natives under discipline. A very few lessons suffice, as a rule, to show them that an order is not to be trifled with; and once this idea has been in grafted into their minds, they become very amenable to discipline.

“In the late Ashanti expedition, although we had no fighting to do, the pioneering, scouting, and outpost work performed by the native levy were sufficiently valuable in their results to justify very fully its enrolment, in spite of the fact that it was composed of the much-abused West Coast tribes.”
THE DOWNFALL OF PREMPEH

POLICY AND WEALTH IN ASHANTI, 1895

BY SIR GEORGE BADEN-POWELL.

In 1895-96 we wage the fourth serious Ashanti war within half a century. The cost in blood and treasure, in valuable lives, felt so heavily by the august head of the nation, as well as by the nation at large, and in valued money, should be a very special concern to the representatives of the people. The ultimate unit, the taxpayer — whether home or colonial — looks for two groups of results as his reward. On the one hand, he hopes to see Christianity and civilization pro tanto extended; and, on the other, to see some compensating development of industry and trade. Unless he or “his servants the Government” secure either or both these results, the question must be plainly asked, has he the right, and is he right, to wage such wars? In relation to Ashanti, the solution of this problem in politics has a very present and direct importance, as well as an indirect and more general significance.

First of all, the place in history of Ashanti, as it stands to-day is remarkable. The “Gold Coast” was the one part of the African coast which attracted the earliest navigators of Western Europe, because of its gold.

The very first English traders — Windham, Lok, Hawkins, and others — visited Guinea for gold. This legitimate commercial adventure was, however, promptly superseded by another and even more profitable trade, namely, that in slaves. The one crying need of the gold mines and plantations, which European enterprise was just then opening up in tropical America — in the West Indies, in Mexico, in Peru, in Brazil — was black labour. From the days of the Greeks and Romans right down to modern times, Africa was the one great slave preserve; and to Africa came the Europeans to filch that human labour they so much needed in the New World. The trade speedily assumed enormous proportions, and overwhelmed all other forms of enterprise and commerce. The very lowest traits of the native races were thereby cultivated, and the most ruinous of all industries was developed. The south-east and the north-east trade-winds competed, as it were, to waft from Africa to America these human cargoes; and the heavy blight of the slave trade hung over Africa and over all attempts at European settlement or civilization from the sixteenth to the middle of the nineteenth century. All along that portion of the coast of Guinea which runs eastward from Cape Palmas to the Delta of the Niger, 1000 miles in length, where the natives brought down gold and ivory as well as slaves, European forts and factories were established from the earliest times.

But, confining ourselves to the present century, we come to the period referred to by Mr. C. P. Lucas in his most admirable Historical Geography of the British Colonies (vol. iii. P. 117):—

“The English went for generations to Africa to follow up the slave trade. Then they went again to put it down.”

The putting an end suddenly to this great and vigorous trade burdened the nation with the responsibilities of the slave-trading merchants. Their forts and factories and settlements at once fell to the ultimate charge of the Home Government, and for the succeeding fifty years we see the British Government, with the steady oscillation of a pendulum, alternately taking over administration from and handing it back to the traders.

Early in this century the Government found Cape Coast Castle itself to be rented from the Fantis. But the Ashantis were attacking the coast tribes, and setting up a very effective suzerainty, and claiming all rents and tributes; nor did they hesitate boldly to attack the whites.

In 1816 the Ashantis actually blockaded Cape Coast Castle, and in the following year the traders sent an embassy to Kumassi, where they made a convention recognizing the suzerainty of the Ashantis, but
stipulating for a British Resident as Kumassi. The following year the Home Government sent an embassy
to Kumassi, and there was great friction between the Government and the merchants on the coast. The
Ashantis, hoping to profit by these dissensions, made a formidable invasion of the small British territories
in 1821.

In 1824 came the first Ashanti war. Sir Charles M’Carthy led a British force, chiefly composed of
native troops, across the Prah; but the force was completely demolished, and he himself slain. The
consequence was a fresh Ashanti invasion, and they were only beaten off in the attack on Accra by means
of the newly-introduced war-rockets, which are said to have had a widely-spread effect among the
natives, who took them to be lightening and thunder in the hands of the white men. In 1831 followed a
treaty freeing all the forts from Ashanti suzerainty. At this period Governor Maclean, under the rule of
the merchants, established a quasi-British authority along a great stretch of coast and set up sovereign
claims. He maintained unbroken peace with the Ashantis.

In 1840 the Home Government once again took complete charge of the Gold Coast, and after this
commenced the policy of buying out the smaller Dutch and Danish possessions.

In 1863 another attempt at armed interference with Ashanti took place. The second invasion was
made; but the result was a terrible military disaster, chiefly due to the undertaking of operations at the
wrong season, and the consequent abandonment of the expedition owing to the terrible ravages of
sickness among the troops.

The trend of opinion in England at this moment was against the widening responsibilities of empire,
and in 1865 the House of Commons adopted the notorious resolution of withdrawal from the West Coast
of Africa, in which it was declared: “All further extension of territory or assumption of government or
new treaties offering any protection to native tribes would be inexpedient…with a view to ultimate
withdrawal from all (West African possessions) except, probably, Sierra Leone.”

But this “Little Englander” resolution proved mere waste paper in the case of the actual work in
process on the West Coast. As a matter of fact, the purchasing of the smaller foreign settlements marked
a great consolidation and strengthening of the British power at the very moment when the self-sufficient
representatives of the people were passing their most impracticable and impossible academic resolution.

But this first consolidation of British power twenty-five years ago on the Gold Coast found the
powerful Ashanti nation — one versed in all the worst forms and practices of fetish and barbaric tyranny
— closely hemming in all our settlements and small protectorates. Some great conflict between the two
powers became inevitable.

In 1873 occurred the third Ashanti war. When Sir Garnet Wolseley arrived at Cape Coast Castle, he
found the Ashanti forces at its very gate. Commodore Commerell had been seriously wounded by an
Ashanti ambush at the very mouth of the Prah; and Sir Garnet fought his first pitched battle with the
enemy at Abrakampa, not eight mile from Cape Coast Castle.

Thus twenty-five years ago on the Gold Coast the Queen’s authority barely extended outside the forts
and factories established 250 years before.

But the results of the Wolseley Ashanti war were very significant. By a series of brilliant actions and
marches, Sir Garnet very speedily captured the Ashanti capital, and dictated terms to the king. The
military work done was all that could be desired: the political action which followed was the very reverse.
We had seized and occupied the fountainhead of Ashanti barbarism; we had it in our power completely
and finally to purify the whole stream of Ashanti influence. Instead of this, we retired, imagining, in our
folly, that a nation steeped to the lips of barbarism and savagery would abide by and carry out the terms
of a paper convention.

The consequences of our folly developed rapidly and surely, and in twenty years came to disastrous
fruition. Every vice, every evil, every terror known to savagery came to be rampant over all Ashanti.
The main clauses of the convention — the war indemnity, the abolition of human sacrifices, the keeping open of the roads, and the freeing of trade and traffic — remained a dead letter.

Thus, in defence of the interests of our own colony and of numerous natives, we were compelled once again to use force, and enter upon the fourth Ashanti war.

The one permanent gain due to the 1873 campaign was that the British frontier was carried up to and across the Prah river.

But the whole of the area behind our own possessions, with a boundary running by the Hinterland of the New German acquisitions in Togoland, past the eastern ends of French Guinea and the French Soudan, round by the borders of the Niger Company’s territories, down to the frontiers of the new French possessions in Dahomey — all that area, where not overrun by the mysterious Moslem forces headed by “Samory,” was in 1895 under the domination of the Ashanti king, Prempeh.

His rule involved all the insecurity inevitable to active slave-raiding; all the cruel misery and drain of population incidental to the system of wholesale human sacrifices; all the destitution and retrogression due to ruthless repression of industry by the ruling power; no profits of industry or trade were safe; no man could be sure of reaping what he sowed, or of retaining the price he obtained for the wild but valuable products of the forest. All gold found or obtained by any form of work had to be delivered up to the chief or king. All was stagnation, poverty and cruelty.

The mere putting an end to such a state of affairs would be even a noble reason for conquest by force of arms. And when, for the other reasons of broken treaty-pledges and the material damage done to our interests and to those of the native for whom we had become responsible, armed interference on our part became necessary, then those among us who had watched such affairs recognized a grand opportunity for doing a great and good act on the part of the British power.

In 1823 we sacrificed the lives of our own men and the lives of the enemy without securing any good in return for so much evil.

In 1863, again, we sacrificed 1000 lives on our own side and untold numbers of the fore, but no permanent good results follow.

In 1873 once again we embark on a campaign against the same Ashantis, at a human sacrifice to ourselves of 300 killed and wounded and an untold loss to the enemy.

Each time we press our frontier a little forward. But, to the disgrace of our statesmen, each time, even this last time in 1873, we retire from and surrender to the despotism of savagery all the area of Ashanti proper; and in so far make our own country responsible for all the fetish practices, the human sacrifices, the slave-raiding, and other such curses, which have brooded over that land and its unfortunate inhabitants for the past quarter of a century.

Here again, as in many another instance the philanthropy of the British nation has seen and judged aright of the evils of such barbaric despotism, and has set itself, regardless of cost, to crush such despotism. But ere again, as in so many other instances, the statesmen in office, as a rule, through craven fear of electioneering results, have ignored the further moral obligation of setting up some better power in the stead of that which we have destroyed.

As in Zululand in 1881, so in Ashanti in 1873, we crushed a great native organization and retired, setting up nothing in its place. The invariable consequences follow, namely, a recrudescence and intensification of previous cruelties and barbarities, further dishonour to the national credit, and ultimately fresh expense, fresh expeditions, and fresh human sacrifices in war.

Such must not be permitted to be the result of the 1895-96 expedition. We are bound in honour to the natives to provide them with some better form of government than that from which we have saved them by force of arms. We have crushed the barbaric despotism, but we have yet to make our conquest over the demoralizing agencies of slavery, savagery, and drunkenness. We have yet definitely to set up the Queen’s peace over all this new area; yet definitely to establish law, order, and security. And to
accomplish these ends, all we have to do is to administer. The means to this end are elastic, and must be suited to the special circumstances of each district and date. The whole area must at once be divided into provisional districts, and a white chief placed over each. Armed support each must have, and white assistants as many as he needs, be always available. Gradually must be instilled the leading ideas of our civilization — the sanctity of private property; individual liberty; security for person and property, and so forth. There are instruments to this end to be found in native courts, armed police, legitimate revenue-raising, and so forth.

Another side to the political aspect must be at once taken in hand. We must cultivate the most friendly relations with the independent powers bordering on this our province — with the German and French colonies on either side, and with the daring and independent chief “Samory” at the back — and with them not only make mutual and final demarcations of frontier, but also institute such combined arrangements as shall prohibit and prevent the deleterious trades in spirits, arms and ammunition, and all other infringements of the salutary ordinances of civilized authority.

Such is the policy of honour we must pursue; and it is the policy of common sense as well.

Over this Ashanti area, which now comes definitely under our flag, there exists, according to indisputable evidence, abundance of wealth, mineral, vegetable, and animal. The following records of exports indicated what has occurred before and after our Gold Coast Colony spread its administrative ægis as far as the Prah, and this will give some indication of results in progress and prosperity which the spread of British jurisdiction can bring over all the Hinterland of that colony:

Exports from the Gold Coast Colony.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1882</th>
<th>1892</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Palm Oil</td>
<td>... ... ...</td>
<td>179,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm kernels</td>
<td>... ... ...</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber</td>
<td>... ... ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey skins</td>
<td>... ... ...</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>... ... ...</td>
<td>62,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>£295,000</td>
<td>£584,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The value of the colony as a new market for British produce is seen by remarking that ten years ago the imports were less than 300,000l., and now they are close upon 600,000l.

But the figures of actual trade hardly indicate what is the main feature in the wealth of an expanding colony, and that is the corresponding power of the expansion of trade. The following table five at a glance the records of expansion at twenty-year periods of the Gold Coast Colony:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1853</th>
<th>1873</th>
<th>1893</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area (square miles)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>29,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>410,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonnage</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>36,000</td>
<td>180,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imports</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>£60,000</td>
<td>£360,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exports</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>£125,000</td>
<td>£321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index numbers</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In rough result this colony, which nearly trebled its commercial value in the twenty years preceding 1873, has nearly quadrupled its commercial value in the last twenty years, and three-fourths of the total trade is with the United Kingdom.

But this new province has as yet had no more exploiting than a “mere scratching of the earth.” In all the staples there has been no systematized production as yet. We have indications of many minor products of value, such as grain, ivory, quicksilver, and petroleum, but in regard to staples, much remains to be done before this area can be said to be producing anything like its legitimate output.

Take gold, for instance. As I have said, hitherto the chief or king took all the gold that was found — a far heavier levy even than that of the English Crown on the gold miners in Wales. And yet there are indications in numerous old works, and, above all, in the undoubted fact that natural nuggets, indicating alluvial gold deposits, abound among the native hoards, that we have not yet got hold, in any appreciable degree, of the natural stores of the precious metal which gives its name to all the coast.

One word more on gold. It has often been a fact of history that the value of the output of gold in a given country has not exceeded the cost, that in some cases the gold obtained at a total cost of $5. the ounce has, of course, fetched in the market only $3. 17s. 6d.; and yet the district or country prospered exceedingly. The fact is, that the raising of gold means considerable success to a great many incomers. It also means considerable loss by considerable expenditure to a great many others. But it means in the aggregate the coming into the district of the successful and the unsuccessful, and the expenditure there of much wealth by both classes. The consequence is, a great many other industries spring up, and many hitherto unnoticed local resources become developed.

It is the same with other industries, as, for instance, that of timber-getting; and it is certain that portions of the Ashanti forests consist of valuable African mahogany.

A word must be said on the modern method of discovering and developing the unknown resources of such a country. This is nowadays done by means of concessions from the Government. In regard to these, the very first point is to discover that any particular concession is obtained fairly and squarely; and the second point is to see that the financial arrangements are equitable.

The most modern proposal is, that the Government should only grant concessions for which large sums are paid, which the Government undertakes shall be expended in the public works necessary for the carrying-out of the concession, such as roads, bridges, railways, telegraphs, and water supply. But in making such stipulations it would be foolish and wrong on the part of the Government to insist on too high a price for concessions. In untried and unknown countries the development of any industry is carried on at considerable and unknown risk, and the commercial value of an untried concession must be calculated with due consideration of these unknown risks, and a balance struck by prospectively large profits. In short, as large a margin of possible profit must be left to the investor, or he will not face the possible losses. Nor should he alone be saddled with expenses, such as those of providing improved means of communication, which necessarily benefit so large an area of country and so many other persons.

With an official policy of development, based on sound financial principles, and controlled by adequate knowledge of such countries, there should be no difficulty in securing the rapid industrial opening of all Ashanti.

In two matters, however, the Government must take action forthwith. A light railway must at once be constructed to the Prah, with a view to ultimate extension right into the Hinterland; and a sufficient breakwater must be built, probably at Accra, to render easier the landing and shipping of goods.

In this work of the political and industrial regeneration of Ashanti, the missionaries, to say nothing here of their immediate and great religious work, do give invaluable air. They are, as they have been before, ready to establish stations at all available centres over the interior, and thus to set up the standard of Christian and civilized lives for all men to look at. And they become, as they are already in more settled districts, invaluable in all matters connected with the education of the natives.
As is proved by the recorded results in all other cases, thus to set up the British idea and British administration over all this great new area is bound very speedily to yield handsome returns in commerce and finance, to the great advantage, not only of the traders and shipowners already engaged, but also to the exporters and manufacturers of the mother country. It is no mean advantage to them to discover, even in Ashanti, a new market which, if properly organized, should take in a few years probably from two to three million pounds’ worth of British produce each year.

Moreover, in thus setting up strongly and definitely the Queen’s peace over this great native area, in place of the degrading, demoralizing, and pauperizing régime hitherto dominant, we shall be bringing to perhaps four or five millions of natives all the advantages of peaceful industry and commerce, and teach them, in the most practical manner, the benefits of attaching themselves to a civilization which, as they will then very speedily come to see, as its roots in those high principles of law, order, justice, and goodwill for all men, which are, after all, the guiding lessons taught by our firm national religion.

The nation, therefore, has good cause, whether from the religious, the philanthropic, the financial, or the commercial point of view, for very great gratitude to those who, at great risk of life and health, have so signally and speedily crushed the opposing barbaric forces which stood in the way of a wholesome and profitable regeneration of all Ashanti.

In Ashanti the British nation can now do a piece of work of inestimable material benefit to themselves and to the natives, and which can become an invaluable object lesson both for ourselves and for foreign nations, in the extension to tropical areas of the benefits of Christianity and civilization.

GEORGE BADEN-POWELL.
2008 EDITOR’S POSTSCRIPT

An interesting footnote to the story of *The Downfall of Prempeh* is the eventual fate of the deposed Ashanti king. Prempeh was exiled to the Seychelles, where he remained until 1924. During his imprisonment, he converted to Christianity. On his return to Ashanti he became the paramount chief (no longer referred to as the king). He eventually became the President of the local Boy Scouts Association in Ashanti, and his son was a Scoutmaster.